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Exit interviews shift 
amid faculty concern 
By Christine Peterson 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Academic 
Cabinet approved a proposal last 
Wednesday that will temporarily 
move the responsibility of senior 
exit interviews from academic ad-
visers to the Office of the Registrar. 
The proposal was submitted sev-
eral "Yeeks ago by Registrar John 
Stanton and Dean of Enrollment 
Larry Metzger and was approved 
by the Cabinet, a committee headed 
by Provost Mary Lee Seibert, which 
includes the deans of the five 
schools. 
The new policy, which takes ef-
fect Sept. 30, requires seniors to set 
up exit interviews with registrar 
staff members rather than with their 
academic advisers. The Office of 
the Registrar will handle the senior 
exit interviews for the next two 
academic years, after which the re-
sponsibility will be handed back to 
the advisers. 
Senior exit interviews are con-
ducted so seniors can go over what 
requirements they have completed 
so far, what degree requirements 
they need to complete and to regis-
ter for graduation. 
Stanton said he advises seniors 
to contact the registrar's office 
within the next few weeks to make 
an appointment for an exit inter-
view. 
He said that seniors who have 
already had interviews with their 
advisers still need to come in for a 
brief session with an office staff 
. INSIDE 
• See related story about 
faculty reaction on page 3. 
member. 
Registrar staff members will 
meet with seniors to discuss what 
they have to do to complete their 
degree requirements and to register 
them for graduation. 
Stanton said seniors should ex-
pect their exit interviews to last I 0 
minutes to half an hour, depending 
on if they have problems in their 
record or with their requirements. 
Previously, the exit interviews 
were handled by the registrar's of-
fice until the responsibility was 
given to academic advisers in Au-
gust. 
Stanton and Metzger saw the 
need for revision shortly after 
classes began this semester. Fac-
ulty members voiced concerns that 
they were not familiar enough with 
thcCollege'sdegrecclearance poli-
cies to he able to effectively con-
duct exit interviews with their se-
nior advisees. 
Stanton said the initial problems 
with the shift of responsibility were 
partially due iO lack of planning in 
the Office of the Registrar. 
"There was never any question 
of their ability to do it," he said. 
"We didn't provide them with the 
kind of training [to] make it a good 
transition for them." 
Arthur Ostrander, dean of the 
School of Music, said there was a 
consensus among Cabinet members 
that the temporary move was the 
right decision. 
"By and large, faculty arc re-
lieved," Ostrander said. 
During the next two years, the 
office will implement a new on-line 
degree audit program designed to 
help students and their advisers ac-
cess information on credits and 
graduation themselves, Stanton 
said. 
Stanton expects the new pro-
gram to be available by the Fall 
1998 semester, when the responsi-
bility for exit interviews will be 
given back to the faculty. 
In preparation for the on-line 
service, the office will begin a train-
ing system next spring for all fac-
ulty members to familiarize them -
selves with the program. 
"We're going to work closely 
with each of the five schools:· 
Stanton said. "Each one has differ-
ent kinds of requirements that they 
need to be trained in." 
Seibert said she appreciates the 
Office of the Registrar temporarily 
taking back the rcsponsihihty. She 
said she expects the on-line system 
to be a big improvement. 
"In the long run, it'll he much 
more efficient forthe training of the 
advisers," Seibert said. 
Stanton hopes that by making 
training available for three semes-
ters prior to the program's intro-
duction, faculty will be comfort-
able using it. 
See REGISTRAR, next page 
College names EOP director 
Union College employee to fill post vacated last semester 
By Renee Thibodeau 
Ithacan Staff 
Ithaca College announced yes-
terday that a new director of the 
Higher Education Opportunity Pro-
gram/Educational Opportunity Pro-
gram has been appointed. 
Ethel David, present director of 
the Academic Opportunity Program 
(AOP) at Union College in 
Schenectady, N. Y ., will assume the 
duties of EOP director at Ithaca 
College Dec. I. 
She will replace Nicholas V. 
Wharton, who left last year for a job 
at the State UniversityofNew York 
at Binghamton. 
A 12-member committee, com-
prised of students, faculty and staff, 
conducted the search for a new di-
rector. After two starts and six 
months, David was selected from 
the 111 applicants gathered in that 
search. 
"I think I speak for the commit-
tee when I say that we arc very glad 
that Ethel David has accepted the 
"I think I speak for the committee when I say that 
we are very glad that Ethel David has accepted the 
Colleges off er of appointment to this position, and 
we are confident that she will do an outstanding 
job as the EOPs director." 
-David Dresser, assistant dean of the 
School of Health Sciences and Human 
Performance and chair of the search committee 
College's offer of appointment to 
this position, and we are confident 
that she will do an outstanding job 
as the EOP's director," said David 
Dresser, assistant dean of the School 
of Health Sciences and Human Per-
fonnance and chair of the search 
committee that selected David. 
HEOP, sponsored by New York 
State, offers financial aid, tutoring, 
counciling and career workshops to 
students who are residents of New 
York and whose academic poten-
tial exceeds their academic records. 
EOP is a similar program spon-
sored by Ithaca College. Its goal is 
to help prospective and current stu-
dents belonging to minority groups 
gain equal access to higher educa-
tion. 
EOP offers scholarships and sup-
port facilities to students participat-
ing in the program, and participat-
ing students are bound by the same 
academic standards as the rest of 
Ithaca College's students. 
DavidhasworkedwiththeAOP, 
an organization comparable to the 
EOP, at Union College since 1989. 
She earned a bachelor's degree at 
See EOP, next page 
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The Ithacan / Greg Scaffidi 
Executive council members William Roberts '98, Rashaand 
Sass '97 and Mark Naparstek '99 address SGA Tuesday. 
SGA .task force 
seeks leverage 
By Mary Wilson and 
Mike Bornstein 
Ithacan Staff 
The Student Government As-
sociation is continuing to secure 
the task force that will assist the 
student representative on the 
Presidential Search Committee, 
Craig Bloem '97 said. 
SGA met Tuesday to discuss 
the task force, the Presidential 
Advisory Committee and student 
concerns. 
The Presidential Search Com-
munications Task Force wi II have 
two goals, according to a state-
ment released by SGA W ednes-
day. "First, to inform the student 
body about the presidential 
position and the search process. 
Second and most important, to 
listen to students' views and 
opinions about their vision of an 
ideal president for Ithaca College 
and to channel this information 
into the student representative on 
the Presidential Search Commit-
tee." 
Bloem will co-chair the task 
force with Student Trustee Bill 
Roberts '98. 
It will be comprised of seven 
students who will be selected 
through an interview process. 
HOW TO JOIN 
Applications are available 
for any student interested in 
the Student Activities 
Center and are due on 
Monday, Sept. 30, by 5:00 
p.m. 
SGA President Rashaand Sas!. 
'97 said, "We will look for stu-
dents who have a genuine inter-
est. 
"We want to have students 
who are somewhat committed to 
the process and are in a position 
to work with other students and 
be dedicated to [the task force]. 
We are asking students to do a 
lot," Sass added. 
He stressed the importance of 
keeping the student population 
informed of the activities in the 
search process. 
"I would hope that we could 
keep the lines of communication 
open with students, The Ithacan 
and the committee. It's about ev-
erybody being comfortable in an 
environment that we have to live 
in," Sass said. 
Many students are enthusias-
See SGA, next page 
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Continued trom previous page 
Morgan State University and a 
master's degree at Hunter College. 
Aside from her work at Union, 
David has taught at SUNY Albany, 
Malcolm-King College and Hudson 
Valley Community College. 
She also founded the now de-
funct educational research organi-
zation, A Universal Being Inc., 
which functioned as adisseminator 
of educational material and infor-
mation to people in New York com-
munities, she said. 
Aside from her professional 
achievements, David has been ac-
tive in many community organiza-
tions. According to the release, she 
has served as president of both 
GIRLS' Inc. and the Capital Dis-
trict Chapter Coalition of I 00 Black 
Women. She has also been an ac-
tive participant in the National As-
sociation of Minority Medical Edu-
cators, the National Council for 
Undergraduate Research Steering 
Committee, and the New York 
Metropolitan Association for De-
vclopment Education. 
David comes to Ithaca College 
showered in praise. 
Carlos Perkins '99, a peer coun-
selor for EOP, interviewed her this 
summer. 
"I interviewed the four [final] 
candidates, and she was the best 
person I saw for the job. I was 
impressed, mostly with her main 
objectives of retainment for stu-
dents of color [and other minori-
ties] on a campus where the major-
ity of students arc white," Perkins 
said. 
Kceon Gregory, director of the 
minority affairsofficeatlthacaCol-
lege, said he looked forward to 
working with the new director. 
'The EOP and minority affairs 
go hand in hand. Newness is always 
positive because it lends new per-
spectives. I look forward to her 
insights," he said. 
''The [HEOP/EOP] team will di-
rect programs that will lend them-
selves to doing some creative things 
on campus," David said. 
Briefly 
EVENTS 
• There will be a blood drive 
on Oct. 1 from 9:30 a.m. to 
2:30 p.m. in the Terrace Dining 
Hall. Sign up at the Campus 
Center or call 1-800-272-4543 
for an appointment. 
• The Ithaca College Gerontol-
ogy lnstitute's Distinguished 
Speaker Series presents 
"Trends in Gerontology 
Education and Careers," on 
Tuesday, Oct. 1, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Emerson Suites, Phillips 
Hall. 
CORRECTIONS 
• Michael Malpass's name was 
misspelled in last week's 
Ithacan. 
• Faculty and staff do not have 
to pay a fee to use the Fitness 
Center unless they join the 
morning fitness program, which 
is exclusively for faculty and 
staff, from 6:30 to 8:30 a.m. 
• It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact: contact 
news editors Alex Leary or 
Andrew Tutino. 
take the 
REGISTRAR 
Continued from previous page 
"We won't shift [the] responsi-
bility to the faculty until we have 
the on-line degree audit system up 
and running and fully operational," 
Stanton said. 
Students will be able to learn 
about the program possibly as early 
as Fall 1997 through the Registrar's 
link on Ithaca College's homepage, 
he said. 
The new system will provide all 
undergraduates with a new way to 
keep track of their academic 
progress. 
"Every semester when you get 
your grades, you will also get a 
current degree audit to show you 
exactly where you sit in your 
progress towards your degree in the 
major that you've declared," 
Stanton said. 
The new system will also com-
pute the student's cumulative grade 
SGA 
Continued from previous page 
tic about the task force, and its 
prospective accomplishments. 
Nicole Pooler '98 said, "I think 
[the task force] is good. Essentially 
I think more than one student should 
represent the student body with the 
presidential search, but since they 
can't, I think the subcommittee is a 
good way to get other students' 
opinions for the new president." 
Chrissy Casler '98 said, "I think 
that it's a great idea because it will 
allow students to voice their opin-
ion so more people will open their 
eyes to what the search is all about. 
I can't see how it would be a nega-
tive thing. " 
Mathew Kittredge '98 said, "I 
think the subcommittee is neces-
sary. How can one student speak 
for 5700 other students?" 
According to the press release, 
members of the task force will carry 
point average every semester and 
list the courses that must be taken to 
fulfill the requirements for their 
major. 
"With [advisErs and students] 
working on this degree audit almost 
every semester, we should get to 
the senior year with far fewer prob-
lems than we do today," Stanton 
said. 
Another development the Of-
fice of the Registrar is working on 
is a new student information sys-
tem that would feature several com-
puterized kiosks on campus. Stanton 
said that students would be able to 
access information at these stations 
possibly by swiping their card 
through a card reader and entering 
a PIN number. 
Users of the kiosks could call up 
information on their academic sta-
tus, their financial aid status and 
their balance at the Bursar's office. 
INFO LINES 
Craig Bloem, student 
representative on the 
Presi1ential Search Commit-
tee, ca ' be reached at: 
sga@ic.. "thaca.edu 
Telephon~,: 274-3377 
Si;:PJEMQER 26.,_ 1996 
~- : , 
Stanton hopes students will be able 
to use the stations to print copies of 
their transcript and their current 
schedule. 
Other possible features of the 
new student information system 
include: 
• Access to the system from 
dorm rooms 
• Computerized add/drop and 
address change programs 
To prepare for the new programs, 
the office is increasing the size of 
its student staff from four to I 0 
employees, Stanton said. 
He expects the new on-line sys-
tem and the planned kiosks to make 
registration and degree audit pro-
cesses more efficient for students. 
"They'll be using a system that 
is much more user-friendly and re-
sponsive to their needs in terms of 
knowing where they stand," Stanton 
said. 
In other SGA matters, congress 
also voted unaminously to recom-
mend that Sass become a member 
of the Presidential Advisory Com-
mittee. 
This committee makes sugges-
tions to the College President about 
ways to effectively spend the 
college's funds and where improve-
ments on the campus should be 
out several duties: made. 
• administering mass advertising Towards the end of the meeting, 
campaigns for student forums and the congress had a chance to ad-
meetings dress any concerns they felt stu-
• researching other schools that dents on the campus had. 
are going through presidential Theissuesbroughtupwereprob-
searches I )ems withthe ACC Telephone Com-
• setting up student forums, where I pany, student parking and plans for 
students can voice their concerns ; a ride board for students seeking 
• listening to and collecting stu- transportation home during vaca-
dent thoughts and ideas about the tions. 
presidential search These issues and more will be 
•committingatleastfivehourspcr looked into by the SGA as the year 
week for the fall semester. progresses. 
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Romance is bal.~ in style, 
and you don't have to go far 
this "'eason to find some of 
the ho:1est Styles, Perms and 
Hair Color. We are here 
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full-service salon. 
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Senior interviews create hassle for f acuity 
By Christine Peterson 
Ithacan Staff 
Many Ithaca College faculty 
members arc not satisfied with last 
week's decision to temporarily 
move the responsibility for senior 
exit interviews back to the Office of 
the Registrar-instead, some said 
they want the time-consuming task 
to stay at the Office of the Registrar. 
Administrators who helped 
make the decision expected the 
move to decrease the faculty 
workload and provide training for 
them to acquaint themselves with 
the new system before the inter-
views become their responsibility 
again in Fall 1998. 
Faculty members, however, said 
"It just seems extremely 
unfair. These adminis-
trative issues need to be 
dealt with by the admin-
istration. " 
-Asma Barias, assistant 
professor of politics 
the temporary move ofresponsibil-
ity will not result in a reduction of 
their workloads. 
Sharon Mazzarella, assistant 
professor of television-radio, said 
it is important to note that the deci-
sion did not change the policy per-
manently-it merely delayed the 
reinstatement of the original plan. 
Mazzarella said she docs not 
believe degree audits should be the 
responsibility of the faculty because 
it is a tedious and time-consuming 
job that faculty were not hired to 
perform. 
"The inappropriateness of the 
task isn't being addressed," she said. 
Asma Barias, assistant profes-
sor of politics, agreed. 
It is discouraging, she said, he-
cause course loads arc not bemg 
decreased, yet professors arc con-
tinually expected to take on more 
tasks. 
"It just sccmscxtrcmcly unfair," 
she said. "TI1esc administrative is-
sues need lo be dealt with by the 
administration." 
Barias shares the sentiments of 
most of her colleagues that too much 
is expected of faculty members 
without this added responsibility. 
"Faculty are already doing more 
than they should," she said. 
John Rosenbaum, associate pro-
fessor of television-radio, said he 
thinks the problem is a result of 
downsizing in the College's admm-
istration and the transfer of their 
rcsponsihiht1es to the faculty. 
"How can you do more work 
when you're takmg people away'!'" 
he said. 
Gil Harris, assistant profc~~or of 
English, agreed that faculty have 
enough lo do without taking on 
administrative tasks. 
"Our resources arc really 
stretched," he said. 
Harris said the faculty arc dcdi-
cated lo the College and want lo do 
all they can to make it work, but he 
feels the administration 1s exploit-
ing him by giving him so many 
extra responsibilities. 
Wenmouth Williams, professor 
of television-radio, said he thinks 
many faculty members arc 
overreacting to the new expecta-
tions. He said he thmks part of his 
job as a professor is to advise 
students. 
"It's somcthmg we're already 
domg," he said "That's our role a~ 
advisers." 
Williams said he thinb the 
workload will he very manageable 
for faculty members 1flhe registrar'~ 
new on-line program is as efficient 
as the office expects it to be. 
Diversity committee seeks pro-active role 
By Alessandra Menasce 
Ithacan Staff 
The Ithaca College Diversity 
Awareness Committee is making 
changes in its operations and plan-
ning in an effort to better inform the 
campus community about diversity 
issues. 
"We would like to broaden our 
scope, action and impact, to be more 
of a pro-active force that will help 
lead and support the development 
of a wide range of diversity activi-
ties and thoughtful reform here on 
campus," said Jeff Claus, chair of 
the committee and professor of so-
cial and cultural courses for the 
Center for Teacher Education. 
The Diversity Awareness Com-
mittee began during the 1988-89 
year. The following year, it became 
involved in programming issues. 
The committee meets once a month, 
and its first official meeting for the 
fall semester is on Oct. IO. 
Primarily, the committee con-
sists of one student, one staff mem-
ber and faculty members. The com-
mittee is supported by the Office of 
Student Affairs _and Campus Life. 
In the past, the committee has 
addressed issues of diversity on 
campus by scheduling events 
throughout the year. Each event has 
its own respective month and arc 
planned by various subcommittees. 
Now, they plan to spread out and 
"We would like to broaden our scope, action and 
impact, to be more of a pro-active force that will 
help lead and support the development of a wide 
range of diversity activities and thoughtful reform 
here on campus. " 
-Jeff Claus, chair of the Diversity Awareness Committee 
incorporate similar events through-
out the year and not just during one 
month. 
"[W]c would like to move away 
from this topically defined calen-
dar approach and become more of a 
resource for real change on campus 
and encourage faculty to do more 
multicultural work in their classes," 
Claus said. 
But there is more than just host-
ing events, said co-chair Gil Harris, 
assistant professor of English. "We 
want to organize social events but 
also support the initiative students 
and faculty have expressed to re-
form the classroom and include 
multicultural issues therein," Har-
ris said. 
Claus said he would like to see 
more student!> gel involved with the 
committee. 
The committee would like to 
generate more student participation 
by developing various e-mail dis-
tribution lists and a home page on 
the internet. 
They also intend to use their 
current Diversity Newsletter to list 
the ideas and views of students, 
faculty and staff, Claus said. 
"We would like to help students 
design and carry out events they 
have in mind and be a supporter of 
people with good ideas," he said. 
"[This way,] people will encounter 
these diversity issues in less syn-
thetic ways and more as part of 
everyday life." 
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Calzones Franco's Style-Your choice $5.00 with freesoda 
Choose from our selection or create your own. If the chef likes has it, he'll make it! And if he really likes it. he'll even name it after you! 
l . CHEESE LOUISE: ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. l l . THE ZANY CHEESE BURGER: hamburger. hot pepper. ricotta. mozzarella 
2. THE STEAK OUT: thinly sliced st~ak. onions. ric~tta and parmesan and parmesan. 
3. THE MAGIC GARDEN: broccoli. muchrooms. ncotta. mozzarella and 12. MEGA MUSHROOM: mushroom. ricotta. mozzarella 
i~~:~~NI-RAMBONI: pepperoni. ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 13. SUPERSTITIOUS: black olives. ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 
5. SERIOUSLY SA~~E: sausage. ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan. 14. GREEN MEGA MUSHROOM: spinach. mushrooms. ricotta. mozzarella 
6.CHICKY-CHICKV-BOOM CHICK: breaded chicken, ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 
and parmesan. 15. BESTO-PESTO: pesto. broccoli, ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 
7. THE CRAZY PIG: ham, bacon. ricotta, mozarella and parmesan. 16. YOU MUST BE SQUIDING: fresh calimari. ricotta. mozarella and 
8. EAT AU YOUR SPINACH: spinach. ricotta, mozzarella and parmesan parmesan. 
9. FAR FROM VEGETARIAN: hamburger. ham. bacon. sausage. ricotta. 17. HAWAIIAN HIPPIE: ham. pineapple. ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 
mozzarella and parmesan. 18. PETER PIPER: sweet peppers, ricotta. mozzarella and parmesan. 
10. EGGPLANTATIONAL: breaded eggplant. ricotta. mozzarella 19. BACKYARD BBQ: breaded chicken, BBQ sauce. ricotta. mozzarella 
and parmesan. and parmesan. 
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Tobacco: investment or issue? 
By Melissa Doron 
Ithacan Staff 
Nearly one and a half million 
cducators in all 50 states will vote 
this October on whether their re-
tirement system should replace its 
tobacco industry investments. 
Five university faculty and ad-
ministrator shareholders in Teach-
ers Insurance & Annuity Associa-
tion-College Retirement Equities 
Fund (TIAA-CREF) have submit-
ted a resolution ti~lcd "Stop Invest-
ing our Retirement Savings in To-
hacco," which TIAA-CREF will 
mail to 1.43 million CREF share-
holders in early October. 
TIAA-CREF describes itself as 
the largest retirement association in 
the United States and the world, 
consisting of 1.8 millior. college 
faculty and staff members, employ-
ees of research organizations and 
employees of nonprofit organiza-
tions. 
Each year, these shareholders in 
the organization contribute a per-
centage of their salary to TIAA-
CREF to invest, and upon their re-
tirement, they will receive a monthly 
check. 
CREF is the largest of all institu-
tional investors in Philip Morris, 
with more than $1.25 billion in-
vested in Philip Morris stock and 
commercial paper, according to 
CREF's June 1996 report. The re-
port also showed CREF holds addi-
tional stock in 21 other tobacco 
industry corporations. 
"Here you have the biggest re-
tirement system in the world in-
vesting in the biggest tobacco in-
dustry in the world," said Dr. Dou-
glas Kelley, secretary of Educators 
for Tobacco-Free Investments by 
TIAA-CREF, in a telephone inter-
view. "A decision by shareholders 
of CREF to divest, or replace, that 
$1.25 billion in Philip Morris stock 
would be a fairly significant deci-
sion." 
Kelley said he believes invest-
ments in tobacco companies are not 
only financially shaky and unpre-
dictable as to what will happen in 
the future but are also "outrageous" 
from a moral and ethical point of 
VleW. 
"If retired teachers were hang-
ing around school grounds waving 
Philip Morris and Joe Camel and 
Marlboro Man cigarette advertis-
ing posters, the community would 
be outraged," Kelley said. "But it is 
our feeling that it is exactly what 
TIAA-CREF is doing by continu-
ing such a large investment in the 
tobacco industry because that 
money is available for use by the 
tobacco companies to promote Joe 
Camel and the Marlboro Man," he 
continued. 
Ithaca College employees arc 
participants in the TIAA-CREF re-
tirement system. Employees arc 
offered a choice of eight different 
investment accounts, ranging from 
low-risk annuities managed by the 
TIAA side of the organization, to 
high-risk stock market investments 
managed by the CREF side of the 
organization. 
Of these eight accounts, only 
one, the Social Choice Account, 
explicitly states that it does not in-
vest ir, tobacco companies. The 
other acl. 'Unts do not specifically 
state what :ompanies will or will 
not be invested in, therefore share-
holders often do not realize that 
their money is being invested in the 
tobacco industry, according to a 
pamphlet distributed to faculty. 
Frank Musgrave, professor and 
chair of the economics department 
at Ithaca College, said he sees a 
problem for businesses such as 
TIAA-CREF when they start tak-
ing social positions. 
"Investors' objectives have to 
be what is going to produce the best 
yields for their clients," he said. 
"Tobacco companies happen to fall 
into that category. If they fail to 
produce income growth, investors 
would pull out. 
"(TIAA-CREF] should take care 
of my money," Musgrave added. 
''I'll take care of my social and 
political concerns." 
Robert Heasley, assistant pro-
fessor of sociology, also believes 
that divesting investments in Philip 
Morris is not necessarily a good 
idea. 
"Overall, corporations arc con-
tinuing to grow," Heasley said. 
"Even if we pull our investments 
out, everyone else will stay in and it 
really won't have much of an ef-
fect." 
However, Janet Kalinowski, as-
sociate professor of psychology, 
feels differently. 
"I think [divestment of tobacco 
investments] is a good idea," she 
said. "I believe in socially respon-
sible investing. When I do put 
money in the stock market, I try to 
choose industries that are respon-
sible, in terms of tobacco in particu-
lar." 
Kelley and the other members of 
Educators for Tobacco-Free Invest-
ments by TIAA-CREF have put 
together a shareholders' resolution 
that will be mailed to educators, 
who will then have the opportunity 
to vote. 
The resolution states, "Because 
of increasing financial risks in-
volved in tobacco investments and 
because tobacco is directly impli-
cated in almost half a million deaths 
a year in the U.S. alone, CREF 
participants request CREF's Trust-
ees: 1) To announce that CREF will 
make no additional tobacco-related 
investments, and 2) To begin an 
orderly divestment of all tobacco 
investments." 
"In other words, we're not ask-
ing that [CREFmanagement] dump 
all of the investments in the next 
week or the next month," Kelley 
said. "The staff members of this 
investment system are specialists. 
'They should be able to figure 
out ways to replace these invest-
ments with others that can be equally 
profitable and that will not bring 
about a financial loss to any partici-
pants in CREF," he said. 
Educators for Tobacco-Free In-
vestments by TIAA-CREF will send 
out its resolution with a proxy so-
licitation form in early October, in 
advance of a CREF annual meeting 
to be held in November. 
Intelligence through music 
Dayna Goldberg 
Ithacan Staff 
Over 300 music educators 
around the country assembled in 
Ford Hall this weekend to gain some 
"intelligence," as the Ithaca Col-
lege School of Music held their 
annual conference, Ithaca Confer-
ence '96. 
The two-day conference, titled 
"Music as Intelligence," consisted 
of guest speakers from prestigious 
music institutions, in-depth discus-
sion periods and ended with a con-
cert. 
There were two primary objec-
tives of the conference: to provide a 
forum for music educators to exam-
ine the issue of music intelligence 
vs. other intelligence and to con-
tribute to the literature on musical 
intelligence by providing a source 
_·.,r music educators. 
, We art' ~xcited to be publishing 
this book," said Arthur Ostrander, 
dean of the School of Music. "It is 
going to include all the speeches of 
the presenters and will provide top 
music schools with a source book 
on this very pertinent topic." 
The keynote speaker of the event 
was Howard Gardner, professor of 
education and psy_phology at 
Harvard Univee;ity; professor of 
neurology at Boston University 
School of Medicine and co-director 
of Harvard ProjectZero, an educa-
tional research organization. The 
first American to receive the 
Grawemeyer Award on education, 
Gardner is best known for his theory 
of multiple intelligences, a critique 
of the idea that there exists a single 
human intelligence that can be as-
sessed by the standard ways of 
measuring mental processes or func-
tions. 
"Dr. Gardner set the context for 
the entire conference," said Verna 
Brummet, assistant professor of 
music. "Each speaker spoke of very 
valuable infor:nation and built upon 
what Dr. Gardner had said." 
Gardner spoke on the concept of 
multiple intelligences as well as 
music as an intelligence. He also 
offered a question-and-answer ses-
sion, Brummet said. Gardner re-
cently published a new book, ''Lead-
ing Minds: An Anatomy of Leader-
ship." 
Other guest speakers included 
Frances Rauscher, assistant profes-
sor of psychology at the University 
of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, Bruce 
Torff, a research scientist in educa-
tional psychology at Yale Univer-
sity and former pianist on the tele-
vision_sho~. "Sesame Street," and 
Donald A. Hodges, professor of 
music at the University of Texas at 
San Antonio. 
Torff spoke on how other intel-
ligences compare to music intelli-
gence. 
"How does music intelligence 
relate to other intelligence? How 
much consciousness is involved 
when you compose or play?" he 
said. "There is tacit knowledge, 
which is not something you know 
you're thinking about." 
This was the first conference 
exclusively given on the topic of 
music as intelligence, Ostrander 
said. 
"One of the most interesting 
times was in between the sessions," 
he said. "Everybody got to reflect 
on the information they had just 
heard. It was very stimulating." 
Brummet had a similar view. 
"We were very pleased with the 
reception," she said. "It provided 
musical educators with a real cross-
section of ideas with good interac-
tion of people." 
The weekend ended with the 
concert performed by the College's 
choir, chamber orchestra and wind 
ensemble. 
"In one word, spectacular," 
Os"trander said. "It was good to end 
on a musical note." 
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FALLING INTO DEBT 
Swiping beyond their means 
Credit cards cause difficulties for some students 
By Erin Negley 
Ithacan Staff 
Editor's note: The names in this 
story have been changed to protect 
the identities of the students. 
When Jack Murphy '99received 
his new credit card, he purchased 
clothing, CDs and stereo equipment, 
and he dined out frequently. By the 
time he had finished charging, Jack 
had a $1200 debt that took almost 
four months to pay off. Now, he 
tries not to use credit cards. 
"It's easy to forget that you have 
to pay, because it's so simple," 
Murphy said. "You just give them a 
little piece of plastic and you don't 
have to pay for it." 
Murphy is like many people who 
are easily getting sucked into the 
glamorous world of buy now, pay 
later. 
According to the American 
Bankers Association's second quar-
ter financial statistics, U.S. credit 
card delinquencies-credit card 
bills at least 30 days overdue-hit a 
record 3.66 percent of all accounts. 
The delinquents make up six mil-
lion people, including college stu-
dents. 
More people are in debt because 
banks arc distributing more credit 
cards than previous years and credit 
card holders are charging more, 
according to Britt Beemer, chair-
man of America's Research Group. 
Lou Peters '96 is not about to cut 
spending and give up his lifestyle. 
He said a credit card is "one of 
America's greatest advaptagcs" 
because it gives you the option to 
buy even when you do not have 
money. 
"Theoretically, you can be in 
debt until you die and still have a lot 
of cool things," Peters said. 
Peters, who owes $1600 to his 
credit card company, added that 
college students should get as many 
credit cards as they can because it 
gives students an opportunity to 
shop without restrictions. 
Applying for a credit card at the 
"It can be very easy and 
temptinf: ro use credit 
cards. You feel like you 
are getting things for 
free." 
-Lucy Biggs '97 
College is easy, since credit card 
companies constantly set up tables 
in the Campus Center urging stu-
dent<; to apply while offering them 
a free gift. 
Credit cards give college stu-
dents with no credit history a chance 
at establishing a good credit line, 
said Richard Dolge, vice president 
of Tompkins County Trust. "Get a 
credit card and get at least half a 
year of good payment history," 
Dolge said. "Then you can estab-
lish a good credit history and buy 
the things you want in your future." 
Falling into debt is easier than 
most people think. Anyone can be a 
target for long-term debt when they 
only pay the minimum balance of 
their credit card bill. 
Consumer Credit Counseling 
Services (CCCS) warns credit card 
holders that paying the minimum 
balance only adds to their debt be-
cause the majority of the payment 
is put toward the interest and not the 
original amount owed. 
According to CCCS, if your 
minimumbalanceis$30ona$1500 
credit card bill, with 19.9 percent 
compounded interest, only $5.12 
will be put toward the $1500 debt. 
The other $24.88 becomes interest. 
It will actually take a person 35 
years to repay the amount, which 
ends up totalling $6,928.06 of which 
$5,428.48 will be paid in interest. 
Don't forget postage, which ends 
up costing you $137.28. 
However, there arc credit card 
holders who are not aware of the 
high costs that come with paying 
the minimum balance. Amanda 
Jones '00 is paying the bare mini-
mum of her $900 debt. 
Jones advises future credit card 
CRUISING AROUND 
WWW INFO 
If further help is needed, the 
Consumer Credit Counseling 
Service has a website at 
http://www.powersource. 
com/cccs and can assist you 
with your debt problems. 
owners not to "go crazy or spend so 
much, because it is too easy [to fall 
into debt]." 
Lucy Biggs '97 said she is not 
really concerned with paying off 
her credit card bill because she 
knows she cannot afford to pay her 
debt right now. Biggs said she will 
deal with her $500 debt "when I can 
and when I feel like paying it back." 
She added if she could change 
the past she would not have signed 
up for a credit card. "Now I'm 
poor. I can't pay it off," she said. "It 
can be very easy and tempting to 
use credit cards. You feel like you 
are getting things for free." 
Those people who think that fil-
ing for bankruptcy is a solution to 
avoid paying their credit card bills 
should be aware of the ramifica-
tions. 
Bankruptcy, which has risen to 
its highest point over the last quar-
ter, remains on a person's credit 
report for 10 years and does not 
allow them to purchase such things 
as a house or car. 
Although credit cards create fi-
nancial problems for some people, 
they are beneficial to those who use 
them wisely. 
Jeanne Petrella, assistant man-
ager of the Ithaca Branch of the 
Citizen Bank, said they can be used 
as a form of identification, assist in 
making reservations and are neces-
sary for a rental car. 
"Credit cards aren't bad, but a 
person needs to manage their funds 
wisely," she said. 
If you do get behind in your 
payments and/or charge an exces-
sive amount, "stop usmg the cards 
and cut them up," Patrella said. 
The Ithacan is now accepting applications for a 
Distribution Manager. Must be 21 years old with a valid 
driver's license. To apply contact Jeremy Boyer at Park 
Hall 269 or call 27 4-3207. 
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Borrowing craze 
affects graduates 
By Jennifer Battista 
Ithacan Staff 
Students who arc afraid of 
facing looming debts when they 
graduate will not have their fears 
cased by a recent study. 
The Education Resources In-
stitute (TERI) in Boston, Mass., 
released a study in June stating 
that there is a sharp increase in 
the amount of money students 
borrow to finance their educa-
tions. 
"The debt keeps people from 
being able to move directly into 
mainstream consumer society," 
said Kevin Boyer, executive di-
rector of the National Associa-
tion of Graduate-Professional 
Studies. "This means that instead 
of spending their job earnings on 
items which they have long been 
denied-automobile, home, 
clothing-they must spend these 
funds on student loans." 
According to the study, stu-
dent loans increased 74 percent 
from 1993to 1995.In J995alone, 
students borrowed $7.7 billion. 
Overall, college borrowing 
has reached a current record, to-
talling $24 billion nationwide. 
The report projects that the bor-
rowing level will skyrocket over 
the next five years, reaching over 
$50 billion by the year 2000. 
The TERI report listed the 
factors that contribute to this 
surge in borrowing: 
• increased tuition costs, 
which have exceeded inflation 
in today's economic world. 
• shifting of resource alloca-
tion at the university level that 
has reduced the grant, scholar-
ship and fellowship funding for 
education. 
a more high-paying Jobs re-
quire graduate degrees. 
a Corporate downsizing is 
causing more students to add cre-
dentials to their resume by tak-
ing jobs that are below their po-
tential rather than entering gradu-
ate schools. They do this be-
cause they have to pay back their 
debts and feel they have to build 
up their resumes. 
"We do hear regularly from 
individuals who change their 
graduate school decisions based 
upon perceived debt," Boyer 
said. 
So exactly how do these num-
bers translate to actual students 
faced with these debts? 
Emily Leary, a 1995 gradu-
ate of Ithaca College, is one of 
the lucky alumnae. After gradu-
ation, she landed a good job as a 
teacher at Ithaca High School. 
However, she is still faced with 
debt, $24,000 to be exact, which 
breaks down to $200 a month for 
the next 10 years. 
"Sometimes I look at it and 
say 1t would be nice to put $200 
to investments for the future," 
Leary said. "But my education 
was worth it." 
Also coping with post-gradu-
ation debt is Ian McDevitt, a 
1996 graduate oflthaca College. 
He currently lives for free at the 
fire department, located on the 
College campus, working as a 
construction roofer. With money 
from Mcricorp, a company that 
assists students in financing edu-
cation, McDevitt only has $3400 
left of his debt to pay back. 
"l'mholdingoutonotherem-
ployment because right now this 
is helping," McDevitt said. 
"There arc tons of jobs out there, 
but for some, college diplomas 
stand in the way." 
While conducting the study, 
TERI tried to come up with some 
possible solutions to graduation 
into debt. 
They suggested restoring the 
student loan interest tax deduc-
tion. Also suggested was restor-
ing and fully funding graduate 
scholarships, grants and fellow-
ships for students. Also among 
their suggestions was ceasing 
attacks on the interest exemp-
tion on student loans. 
Students would gladly wel-
come these or any alternatives to 
looming debts. 
"If there was some other way 
I could have paid for college, I 
would have," Leary said. 
Most of the feasible solutions 
involve government change. 
Until then, graduating students 
can only hope to find a good job 
to pay for their education. 
"This is a frustrating situa-
tion, particularly if the student 
took many years to secure a de-
gree and now must spend many 
years paying off the loans before 
'real Ii fc' can begin," Boyer said . 
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Teachers are not prepared, report says 
By Stacey Walbourn 
Ithacan Staff 
The nation needs to re-evaluate 
the way it prepares, recruits and 
supports its teachers, according to a 
recent report from the National 
Commis:-1on on Teaching and 
America's Fu:urc 
The comm1s:c.1on, a 26-mcmher 
panel of governors, edurntors and 
hu~ine~s leader~, proposes reallo-
cating S40 h1llion of existing ~pend-
ing from non-teaching function~ to 
teaching functions and raising an 
estimated $5 billion to make the 
rccornmcnded nnprovcmcnts 
The report, "'What Matter~ Most. 
Teaching for Amcrirn · ~ Future." 
said, "States pay more attention to 
the quahfic111ons of veterinarians 
treating the nation's cab and dogs 
than lo those of teacher~ edurnting 
the nation· s children and youth." 
According to the study, "Only 
500 of the nation's 1,200 education 
~d1ools meet professional standards 
of acneditat1on." The education 
program at Ithaca College 1s not 
au:rcd1tcd by any of the accredit-
ing bodies. William Scoone~. 
former director of the Center for 
Teacher Education at Ithaca .Col-
legc, said the College docs not 
choose to be accredited. 
The report said, "More than 12 
percent of newly hired 'teachers' 
enter [the classroom] without a li-
cense and 14 percent enter without 
having met state standards." 
Patricia Tempesta, coordinator 
for the Teacher Education Program 
at Ithaca College. said the report 1~ 
not a reflection of the current edu-
cation program 
"The report was not designed to 
~lam teacher education program~." 
she said "[It] was designed to point 
ou1 the numher of unqualified teach-
ers in the public schools, hut that 1~ 
not the result of poor teacher educa-
tion." 
Tempesta said there arc a vari-
ety of explanations for the report's 
findings. 
• Unqualified teachers arc he-
mg hired because of rnsufficicnt 
numbers of certified teachers. 
• There is an excess number of 
students and a shortage of teachers. 
'The only way to change that 1s 
people have to start valuing teach-
mg as an important profession," 
Tempesta said. 'The public has to 
stop hcrng willing to support 
uncertified teachers in their school 
districts. There are quality programs 
out there-they have to be used as 
model programs for other institu-
tions." 
The strength of Ithaca College'~ 
teacher education program is in its 
relatively small size, the favorable 
student-to-faculty ratios and the 
close supervision the students rc-
cci vc, Scooncs said. 
··unlike so many of the pro-
grams, we do a superb job of pre-
paring people intellectually, as well 
as preparing them in the affective 
domain to teach,'' he said. 
Scooncs said all students arc re-
quired lo have a solid academic 
major in their respective field. He 
said the students get carefully su-
pervised pre-service activities and 
student teaching activities through 
the education program at the Col-
lege. 
Tempesta said the education pro-
gram at the College encourages stu-
dents to begin the education pro-
cess as early as their first year of 
study. However, Susan Kaplan '69, 
an English teacher at Dewitt Junior 
High School who has worked with 
several student teachers from Ith-
aca College, said students have ex-
pressed the need for m·orc prcpara-
tion. 
"Student teachers express year 
after year, 'I wish I had started this 
earlier, I wish I had been in school 
more,"' Kaplan said. 
She said, "There· s a lot of good 
things going on, but I think school 
districts and teacher training col-
leges and universities need to talk 
to each other more on an equal 
level." 
Jason Trumble '92, a history 
teacher at Ithaca High School, dis-
agrees. 
He said Ithaca College has a 
strong program because ll sends 
potential student teachers into the 
classrooms earlier to observe teach-
ers and teach mini-lessons to stu-
dent~. "I was very prepared when I 
came out of college, and getting a 
job right out of college said a lot for 
myself and the program," he said. 
Another graduate of the educa-
tion program, Kimberly Michaels 
'90, an English teacher at 
Trumansburg Middle School, said 
the requirements of the program 
give students the competence to 
teach successfully. 
She said having to carry a major, 
a minor and take teaching courses 
stren1:,'hened her teaching skills. 
"After graduating, I felt adequately 
trained to teach," she said. 
Tempesta said there arc a com-
bination of reasons why Ithaca Col-
lege students are prepared, includ-
ing theory and both on- and off-
campus teaching experience. 
Scooncs said the cooperating 
local teachers know Ithaca's pro-
gram and what the expectations arc. 
"We have such good rapport with 
area schools that we get immediate 
feedback from teachers in the pub-
lic schools about the strengths and 
weaknesses in our program," he 
said. "That contrasts rather sharply 
with the 'factories' that produce 
thousands of teachers every year." 
He said similar criticism sur-
faced in the mid-' 80s when a na-
tional report found that large schools 
of education were focusing on too 
much pedagogy and not enough 
substance. 
Scooncs said th.:: support of the 
faculty also strengthens the pro-
gram. 
"There arc a lot of schools where 
the liberal arts and science faculty 
are not generally supportive of 
teacher education programs. That 
is not true at Ithaca College," 
Scoones said. 
FDA approves study on drug-in-Iluced abortion 
By College Press Service 
Planned Parenthood announced 
Sept. 11 that many of its clinics will 
offer a drug-induced form of abor-
tion this fall as part of a national 
study. 
The study on early medicaiabor-
tions has been approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration and m-
vol ves mcthotrcxatc and 
misoprostol, two drugs currently 
used to treat cancer, arthritis and 
other conditions. 
Planned Parenthood said it hopes 
the study will persuade the FDA to 
deem the drugs "safe and effective" 
as an abortion mc;thod. 
During the procedure, a woman 
no more than seven weeks pregnant 
is injected with mcthotrexate, which 
stops the development of the pla-
centa and embryo. 
Five to seven days later, the pa-
tient receives intravaginal doses of 
misoprostol, which causes the uterus 
to contract and expel the fetus. In 
some cases, if abortion docs not 
occur after seven days, the patient 
is given a second dose of 
misoprostol. 
The two-drug abortion· method 
already is in use in Europe and 
China. 
The FDA currently is consider-
ing whether to approve RU-486, or 
. ;; i• 
the abortion pill, also used in Eu-
rope, Feldt said. 
"In the foreseeable future, 
women will likely soon have a 
choice of two new medical options 
for ending unwanted pregnancies, 
ending them early, and without sur-
gery," she said, 'That is great news 
. .f ~r wpmen' s health." 
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!First Year Students] 
Enter to Win 
a Mountain Bike from Pedal Away 
with every purchase of a 
Tropicana beverage! 
only at the 
Food COll't and French Quarter Coffee House. 
Drawing will be October 14th! 
Brau11111 ta YIU lly 
Tropicana, @CA LLEGE G ~ERVICES 
Come 
the scoop 
(Insight and Ice Cream!) 
on the 
OFFICE OF 
CAREER PLA&ING 
& PLACEMENT 
! 
i· 
1.· 
t 
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CAMPUS SAFETY LOG · 
Friday, September 13 -
Thursday, September 19, 1996 
Anyone with any information regarding 
these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under investi-
gation. 
Friday, Sept. 13 
• Residents reported obscene mes-
sages wntten on all of the message 
boards on the female side of the third 
floor of Terrace 6. 
• A staff member reported an obscene 
message written on a resident's 
room door message board on the sec-
ond floor of Boothroyd Hall. 
• A student reported malicious damage 
to the exit sign located near room 
319 Landon Hall. 
• Officers investigated a possible ve-
hicle fire in S lot. The incident 
was determined to be a coolant leak. 
• A student was referred Judicially for 
possessing marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia within a residence hall 
apartment. 
Saturday, Sept. 14 
• A student was referred Judicially for 
possessing marijuana and drug 
paraphernalia within a residence hall 
room. 
• A staff member reported damage to 
the first floor emergency phone in 
Terrace 1. 
• A student was issued an appearance 
ticket for the Town of Ithaca Court 
for possessing an alcoholic beverage 
while under the legal drinking 
age. 
• Two students were referred judicially 
for possession of alcohol, 
marijuana and drug paraphernalia w1th1n 
a residence hall room. 
Sunday, Sept. 15 
• A student was referred jud1c1ally after 
a guest was located in a 
residence hall restroom ,n a highly in-
toxicated condition. 
CLINIQUE 
FREE 7 PIECE 
GIFf WffH $15 CLINIQUE PURCHASE 
A handy travel pouch filled with 6 beauty essentials: 
Facial Soap MHd with Travel Dish 
Dramatically Different Moisturizing L<>tion 
Daily Eye Saver 
Plum Gorgeous Soft-Pressed Powder Blusher 
Cot tfetti Long Last Lipstick 
Bronze Leaf Different Upstick 
,.._ .... ________ ""' _________ Enjoy a fast, 
aq_ ~:::::== _ _.. _:·,,. -- -- -___ tree akin anatyala 
-_· - o on the Cllnlque 
-- ~=- com--.. -r. 
--- 8:1 ..---e=,c;:;J ... 
. -. =- CUNIQUE 
- _llf?.I~ 
--_,..Z 
THEBON+TON 
Y O U R F A S H 0 N S T O R E 
One gift per customer. Offer effective through Saturday, Oct. 5 or while quantities last. 
Monday, Sept. 16 
• A staff member reported the theft of 
weights from the physics 
department in the New Science Build-
ing. The weights are valued at 
$75 
Tuesday, Sept. 17 
• A delivery person was arrested and 
issued appearance tickets for the 
Town of Ithaca Court for falsely report-
ing an incident after the 
person alleged a robbery of cash oc-
curred in a College parking lot. 
The driver was also issued an order to 
remain off campus. 
• A non-student was issued a written 
order to remain off campus after 
soliciting credit cards and other property 
I 
to students in a residence 
hall area 
Wednesday,Sept. 18 
• A student reported flyers were being 
distributed through the East 
Tower advertising an off-campus event. 
• A student reported an unknown per-
son entered their vehicle while 
parked 1n O lot and took a CD player 
from the vehicle. 
Thursday, Sept. 19 
•The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to the East Tower for a fire 
alarm. Cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a malfunction due to 
water leaking into a smoke head. 
DO YOO 
KNOW OF fiN 
EXCITING 
EVENT ON 
CAMPUS? 
LET OS 
KNOW. 
Submit your story 
ideas to the Accent 
Staff. Call Lauren or 
Christina at 
274-3207. 
Story ideas must be 
submitted two 
weeks prior 
to publication. 
TheJTHACAN 
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THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
Recent changes 
benefit students 
With the turmoil surrounding the Presidential Search process, It is 
easy to overlook positive developments taking place at Ithaca College. 
It is human nature to criticize first and praise second. 
But the campus community, especially students, should recognize 
the efforts being made by the College to improve itself. In a time of 
downsizing, the College has managed to make changes that better 
serve its students in all aspects of campus life. 
Recently, the Office of the Registrar made such a change. 
The registrar has revised the senior exit interview procedures that 
were changed over the summer. In August, seniors learned they would 
have to meet with their academic advisers, not with Office of Registrar 
staff, to discuss their progress towards receiving degrees. However, 
this process created problems for both students and faculty. 
Faculty had not received adequate training to counsel seniors and 
had difficulty finding the time to conduct the exit interviews. As a result, 
students were having trouble reporting corrections to their senior review 
forms, which need to be completed for a student to graduate. 
Fortunately, the registrar's office recognized these problems and 
decided last week to switch back to the old exit interview process for 
two more years. 
This move best serves everyone involved. Seniors this year can 
look forward to a smooth exit interview process, and faculty members 
can receive the training they need to conduct these sessions, beginning 
in 1998. This change helps students prepare for graduation. 
Other changes at the College have also improved the quality of 
student life. 
The fitness center in the Hill Center has been improved with 
$95,000 in renovations. Now students can work out in a modern facility 
on campus, which was not the case prior to this year. 
In addition, campus life has been upgraded with the completion of 
renovations to the Terrace residence halls. 
The College has also made efforts to improve the quality of 
education. In the Roy H. Park School of Communications, $1.15 million 
in new equipment was installed late this summer so students can work 
with the best available technology in the communications industry. 
Future improvements to educational facilities are also being 
planned. In the School of Music, renovations to Ford Hall are currently 
being discussed. The College is looking to build a new facility for its 
professional health programs by the end of the century. 
Improvements in student services should also be seen m the 
future. Under the direction of Larry Metzger, Dean of Enrollment 
Planning, the College plans to establish a center that would address 
student financial and enrollment issues by housing the registrar, bursar, 
admi~s and financial aid offices together. 
This center, along with the creation of the dean of enrollment 
position, should rectify many of the problems students have encoun-
tered with financial aid in recent years. 
These changes and proposed changes all should drastically 
improve the quality of life, education and services for members of the 
campus community. 
It is important, however, for members of the campus community to 
recognize them and provide the College with feedback about them. 
Just as it is important to make the leaders of this school aware of 
its problems, it is vital that they be made aware of its positive aspects. 
Doing this will result in a greater number of helpful changes and, more 
importantly, a stronger college. 
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LETTERS 
Board of Trustees playing 
a power game with faculty 
I was disheartened to learn that 
the Board of Trustees has decided 
to complete the power game it is 
playing with the faculty, staff and 
students by selt:cting only two of 
three faculty members for the presi-
dential search committee. As a ten-
ured, full professor of the College, 
I have become increasingly frus-
trated by the administration-faculty 
relationship at Ithaca College. I was 
hoping that the search process to 
replace President Whalen would 
allow this relationship to improve 
with all participants working in an 
open and collegial atmosphere. The 
actions of the board preclude this 
from happening. 
I am not accustomed to airing 
my grievances in public. However, 
this is the only method of commu-
nication I have with the board. Last 
year, I was encouraged by the lun-
cheons held with faculty and board 
members. At the lunch I attended, 
there seemed to be a new openness 
with the faculty and a detennined 
effort to improve our working rela-
tionship. I was wrong. The board, 
under the leadership of Mr. Muller, 
seems detennined to continue treat-
ing faculty and staff like assembly 
line workers. The courts have ex-
pressly said that faculty are manag-
ers. This treatment would not be 
tolerated by any manager I know. I 
have committed myself to Ithaca 
College and our students and plan 
to be here for several more years. 
However, the recent actions of the 
board may make this plan impos-
sible to complete. 
The College is in desperate need 
for a change in leadership philoso-
phy. We sit in an ideal position to be 
leaders in education not only in 
New York, but across the country. 
Yet, the administration, namely the 
Board of Trustees, refuses to work 
with us to realize this goal. The next 
president needs to have credible 
academic credentials to gain the 
respect of the faculty and staff. 
I am afraid, given the wording of 
the position announcement in the 
Chronicle ofHiqher Education, that 
we will continue to be run like Gen-
eral Motors and not like an educa-
tional institution. I only hope that 
the search committee realizes this 
need and acts on it. 
Wenmouth Williams, Jr. 
Professor, 
Television/Radio Department 
Physical Therapy lottery unfair 
I am a senior in the physical 
therapy program here at Ithaca. Up 
until now, I have had no complaints 
with the department or the program. 
Unfortunately, a seemingly straight-
forward and simple procedure in 
the program has broken down. Jun-
iors in the program are randomly 
assigned lottery numbers in order 
to choose affiliation sites for the 
summer before their senior year. 
Then, these numbers are reversed 
our senior year for our second af-
filiations in order to ensure a fair 
process. Doesn't seem difficult, 
docs 11? 
Well, when students who were 
at the top of the list are still atthe top 
of the hst a year later, fairness is 
lmt. When the only choice in Itha<.:a 
offered to seniors this year 
1 ~ "rc~crved" for a student who isn't 
in the top hat f of the list, fairness 1s 
REcYCLE 
lost. I agree that there may be some 
uncontrollable circumstances that 
warrant this kind of action, but when 
the problem seems to be something 
that could have been solved another 
way or a reason that every student 
could use to some degree, fairness 
is lost. 
Last year, I was number 98 out 
of I 00 students. I chose Detroit 
rather than my other choices of New 
York City or the Bronx. I had to pay 
for airfare, transportation once I got 
there, housing and food. I realized 
that Ithaca College waived any re-
sponsibility to help students with 
these things. So, I didn't mind-but 
only bccau~c I was under the im-
pression that, being number three 
this year. I'd be able to stay in 
Ithaca and keep costs to a mini-
mum. Well, because of all the un-
fair changes to the lottery list, I'm 
now number five. And, because 
there are only four places within a 
30-mile radius, I'm being forced to 
commute to Syracuse Monday 
through Friday to start work at 7:30 
a.m. Is this fair? Probably not. What 
about those students who should be 
[numbers one and two] who are 
now [numbers three and four]? Do 
you think this is fair? Probably not. 
Unfortunately, the department 
says they can't do anything about 
this. So, we pick our affiliations on 
Thursday, Sept. 26. I' II have to 
choose a site in Syracuse. If you see 
me driving away from Ithaca at 6 
a.m., wave good-bye! And, you can 
put any extra change in a fund for 
my gas money. 
Cortney Trull '97 
Physical Therapy 
Please Recycle this Ithacan 
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT: SOCIAL ISSUES ' ' · 
ELEUTION "98 
*The fallowing is the first installment in an ongoing series 
of debates on the 1996 Presidential Election. 
Clinton focuses on education, crime Dole campaign hits 
very close to home 
Democrats believe that the pur-
pose of government first and fore-
most is to ensure that the powerless 
and vulnerable in society arc pro-
tected and given a voice. This has 
led to a long and proud tradition in 
the Democratic party of fighting 
for labor rights of working men and 
women, fair wages, civil rights, 
protection of our environment and 
natural resources and promoting 
economic growth with fairness. The 
Democratic party has also been in-
strumental in promoting public edu-
cation and educational opportuni-
ties, social security for our senior 
citizens, adequate health care for 
all, and economic protection for 
poor families with children. Social 
issues are the number one priority 
of the democratic party and are 
central to their ideology. Yet, even 
with these accomplishments that 
the Clinton Administration has 
achieved, there is still much work 
to be done. 
President Bill Clinton, through 
several initiatives, has tried to pro-
mote a future of opportunity for 
America's youth. By making edu-
cation a top priority, he has ex-
tended educational opportunities to 
those that otherwise would not have 
had a chance to succeed. U oder the 
President's Direct Student Loan 
Program, students arc able to bor-
row money directly from the gov-
ernment at a lower interest rate and 
have many flexible repayment op-
tions available to them, including 
the option to repay with a percent-
age of their after graduation salary. 
This will ultimately save taxpayers 
at least $4.3 billion over five years. 
In 1994, over 20,000 AmeriCorps 
members tutored students, immu-
nized children, patrolled neighbor-
hoods and reclaimed urban parks. 
In return, these students earned 
$4,725 for each year of their volun-
teer service towards their college 
tuition or job training. Thirdly, Presi-
dent Clinton signed into law Goals 
2000, which is a national standard 
of excellence for public schools. So 
far, 41 states and territories have 
received federal grants to raise the 
academic standards and improve 
schools. The president's School-to-
Work program provides venture 
capital to spark a nationwide sys-
tem for moving America's young 
people from high school to a job 
with a future. In 1994, all states 
received planning funds for their 
school-to-work program. Finally, 
Clinton has increased the funding 
for the Head Start program by al-
most $760 million. These efforts 
coupled with the constant emphasis 
Clinton's administration has placed 
on the importance of education as a 
basis and foundation speak for them-
selves. 
President Clinton has strength-
ened families by providing security 
and opportunity to millions of fami-
lies in America. He signed the Fam-
ily and Medical Leave Act. The 
law, which covers over 42 million 
Americans, offers workers up to 12 
weeks of unpaid job-guaranteed 
leave for childbirth, adoption or 
personal or family illness. Presi-
dent Clinton also expanded the 
Earned Income Tax Credit to cut 
the taxes of 15 million working 
families with incomes of $27,000 
or less. President Clinton ordered 
the U.S. Justice department to con-
duct the first ever crackdown on 
deadbeat parents who refuse to ac-
cept financial responsibility for their 
own children. Clinton also signed 
an executive order cracking down 
on federal employees who owe child 
support. He has increased funding 
over 65% for breast cancerresearch. 
On the issue of crime, President 
Clinton has been instrumental in 
the fight to restore America's com-
munities. He signed into law the 
Brady Bill, which imposes a five-
day waiting period on handgun pur-
chases so that background checks 
can be done to keep handguns away 
from criminals. The president's 
crime bill will put I 00,000 new 
police officers in the street. More 
than 1200 communities have al-
ready received grants to hire 27,000 
additional officers. This same crime 
bill banned the manufacture of 19 
specific types of deadly assault 
weapons. 
Elizabeth Stearns '97 
President, Ithaca College 
Democrats 
As a students here at Ithaca 
College. there arc many social 
issues that will affect us in this 
November' selection. In classes, 
all students work and are re-
warded for their hard work 
through grades and scholarships. 
Each student must work for his/ 
her achievements. Similarly, the 
Dole Campaign believes that 
everyone must work for what 
he/she receives. This 1s why, 1f 
elected president, Bob Dole wi II 
not just reform welfare, but will 
overhaul the welfare system. 
This will require the recipients 
to work and to stay in school in 
exchange for the benefits they 
will receive. 
The Dole Campaign also sup-
ports equality. Quotas that favor 
individuals of particular groups 
have been used to remedy past 
discrimination. However, today, 
affirmative action programs arc 
no longer necessary. Women and 
minorities alike should be re-
warded based on their efforts 
and not as a result of special 
preferences. 
The most important aspect of 
NEXT WEEK 
• Check out next week's 
Ithacan tor the second 
debate of the series 
focusing on the economy. 
the election to the students of 
Ithaca College is the issue of 
education. The Dole Campaign 
would also like parents to have a 
choice in where their children 
attend high school. Many of 
Ithaca's students receive federal 
aid even though Ithaca is a pri-
vate institution. Just as Ithaca's 
students receive aid, the Dole 
Campaign would like to make 
aid available to high school aged 
students. Secondary schools 
would raise their standards to 
attract students. A higher qual-
ity of secondary education would 
result in higher quality gradu-
ates. 
Anna Pruett '99 
Member, Ithaca College 
Republican Club 
CONTESTANT 
INFORMATION 
MONDAY 
SEPT.30 
8:00 PM 
KLIN&ENSTEIN 
LOUN&E 
IO THE lntACAN 
IT'S ALL ABOUT 
Meeting new people • Being a role model for your floor 
community • Exploring your creativity • Living in a single • 
Taking an active role in helping others • Utilizing and 
developing communication skills • Practicing effective time 
management • Fostering community development • Being a 
part of diversity education • Shaping leadership skills in self 
and others • Building your resume • Working as part of a team 
Learn More About How You Can Become An RA By Attending 
One of the Following Information Sessions: 
MONDAY 
SEPTEMBER 30TH 
8:00PM 
HOLMES HALL 
TV LOUNGE 
TUESDAY 
OCTOBER 1ST 
6:30PM 
CLARKE LOUNGE 
CAMPUS CENTER 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER2ND 
5:00PM 
TERRACE 7 
ROOM 126 
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE INFORMATION SES~IONS 
AND THROUGH THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE. 
EAST TOWER LOBBY. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. YOU CAN CALL 274·3141. 
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE TO 
THE OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE BY 
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 3RD AT 5:00PM. 
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More Fitness 
For Less 
No restrictions. • Unlimited use 
MORE: 
... r,f'Q w..·1gt11~ 
v'Ur,J'-if '\ol1ril',t'\ 
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FREE w,th 
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More Equipment, More> Hours, Mate Value 
-· 
OnE> of t/1<1 !l(·w rransporr cardiovascular 
work 011/ machines at Ithaca F1tnf"ss 
ONE MONTH: 
TWO MONTHS: 
THREE MONTH 
~~ 
119 Third St. • 272-8779 
Mon-Fri 6:00am-1 Opm 
Sat 7am-7pm, Sun 9am·7pm 
$53 
$89 
$135 
The Student Ac;thdefes Board Presents tile 
Biggest Event In ltlaaca1s History \. / 
LL-;?; Sunday September 29, 1996 
1-4pm 
Campus Quad 
Rain Location: 
Emerson Suites 
• Music 
• Food 
• Games 
• Human Foosball 
and other surprises 
ACCENT 
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If drinking Water Joe doesn't quite quench your thirst, visit its 
website at http://www.weterjoe.com. 
' . It's no JO 
By Brian Barber 
Ithacan Staff 
I t is 1 a.m. and you arc trying desperately to stay awake. Your roommate is fast asleep, and the 
thought of drinking another cup of 
coffee will have you kneeling to the 
porcelain god. 
What to do? 
Just grab a bottle of water-
Water Joe, that is. 
Water Joe, the world's first 
caffeinatcd bottled natural artesian 
water, has made its way onto the 
Ithaca College campus. 
Bottled by Nicolet Forest Bot-
tling in Wisconsin, it contains no 
calories, sugars, preservatives or 
carbonation that are often found in 
most caffeinatcd beverages. 
According to the Water Joe 
website, Water Joe began when a 
college student who couldn't sleep 
did not like the taste of coffee or 
colas but needed to stay awake dur-
ing late-night study sessions. 
"I wasn't expecting to sec it at 
ail," Beth-Ann Hill '99 said. "I first 
saw Water Joe shopping in 
Woolworth's with my two room-
mates. I had heard it on the news 
when I was home and thought, 'That 
sounds kind of cool."' 
While some students have heard 
about Water Joe previously, it seems 
that most have stumbled upon it 
accidentally. 
Christina Levere '97 didn't 
know her water was caffcinatcd 
when she made the purchase. 
"I was very happy and very sur-
prised," she said. "I wasn't mad at 
all. I wasn't aware there were such 
techniques. It was so great." 
Sengda1an Rasichanh '99 wasn't 
so excited with her purchasing mis-
take. 
"I feel like I was deceived," she 
said. "I went to Mac's to gel a 
refreshing drink, so I grabbed a 
bottle of water. I drank it and it 
tasted like water. Then I started 
feeling the caffeine effects-head-
aches, hot flashes. I was about to 
take a nap when I looked at the 
bottle and it said, 'caffeine.' I 
couldn't fall asleep. It was so disap-
pointing." 
What many people find to be 
most surprising about Water Joe is 
its virtual similarity to bottled wa-
ter. 
"It tastes just like any other pu-
rified bottled water. It tastes the 
same as Evian," Rasichanh said. 
Levere also noted the similarity. 
"It tastes just like water," she said. 
"I thought it would taste all speck-
led." 
Students are also attracted to the 
fact that Water Joe seems to be 
healthier than other caffeine-con-
taining products. 
"I know Jolt has a lot of sugar 
and it is not good for your health 
and your teeth. Water is good for 
you," Hill said. 
"I used to drink a lot of coffee for 
the caffeine. The only problem was 
that it made me really dehydrated 
and I would have to drink a lot of 
water to make up for it. Now I am 
not dehydrated but stil I caffeinated," 
Levere said. 
Being aware of the popularity of 
caffcinatcd beverages among col-
lege ~tudents, Water Joe has 
launched a lull college tour and 
campaign. 
''It's not just the college kid~," 
Ras1chanhcompla111cd "They want 
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THE CAFFEINE COUNT 
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It's true ... caffeinated bottled water is now 
a reality. Called Water Joe, it has made its 
way onto the Ithaca College campus .. 
--
e' king matter 
The highs and lows of caffeine 
By Brian Barber 
Ithacan Staff 
Concerned with health and 
safety aspects of caffeine? Herc 
is some information about caf-
feine provided by the Interna-
tional Food Infonnation Coun-
cil: 
• Caffeine 1s the most widely 
used stimulant in the world, usu-
ally ingested in the fonn of cof-
fee, tea, soft drinks and choco-
late. 
• In sensitive individuals, tests 
show that caffeine can quicken 
reaction time and prolong vigi-
lance of various demanding 
tasks. Many people, such as shift 
workers and college students 
studying late at night, find that 
caffcinatcd beverages can help 
them stay alert to finish their 
work. 
• Caffeine is a naturally occur-
ring substance found in more 
than 60 plants. 
• Caffeine is also manufactured 
synthcucally for use as a flavor 
in some food products. 
• Caffeine docs not accumulate 
to target the health-conscious. That 
is ail they arc doing." 
Rasichanh was abo upset wnh 
how Water Joe placed the "caffeine 
enhanced" labci. 
"I thmk they have fabe advcrt1s-
111g," she said. "They ~hould put a 
coffee bean on it. I guess they tried 
to helped out by r,utllng ll next to 
111 the bloodstream or body and is 
normally expelled within several 
hours following consumption. 
• Caffeine is well absorbed by the 
stomach and the intestines, and peak 
blood levels occur 45-60 minutes 
after digestion. 
• Research has established that 
any biological effects of caffeine in 
either animals or humans depends 
strongly on the dose, method of 
administration and duration of ex-
posure. 
• Several important benchmarks 
show that caffeine consumption 
patterns differ sharply from drugs 
of dependence. 
I. Caffeine intake docs not re-
sult in steadily increased doses. 
2. It is not difficult to stop con-
sumption of caffeine. 
3. The antisocial behavior pro-
voked by drug abuse 1s not associ-
ated with caffeine consumption. 
4. Unlike drugs of dependence, 
caffeine is not associated with any 
chronic health problems. 
• Caffeine is well known for its 
~timulant effects on the brain, but 
there arc a number of other psycho-
logical effects that occur. Blood 
the Jolt" 
Regardless of Water Joe's mar-
ketmg techniques, it apr,ears that 1b 
popularity i~ mcrcasmg on campus. 
"I sec a lot of people on campus 
carry mg it around. When I told my 
fncnds, they were really excited 
but none of them really ,eemed to 
,hare my t:nthu,1a,m ' ( ,cwrc ,aid 
pres~urc, pubc rate anJ ~tomach 
acid production arc increased, fat 
~tore~ arc broken down and fatty 
acids arc released mto the hlood 
stream. 
• In~ornrna, poor sleep and anxi-
ety arc psychological side cffccb 
of caffeine. Regular cvcnmg use 
of caffeine may, over time, de-
prive the body of proper sleep, 
rc~ulting in fatigue and lack of 
energy. 
• Abrupt discontmuation of caf-
feine in a regular user may trig-
ger caffeine withdrawal symp-
toms. The most common symp-
toms arc headache and fatigue. 
• The Amcncan Medical Asso-
ciation Council on Scientific Af-
fairs stated, "Moderate tea or cof-
fee drinkers probably need to 
have no concern for their caf-
fcincconsumption provided other 
lifestyles habits (diet, alcohol 
consumption) arc moderate as 
well." 
• Although a widespread belief, 
caffeine-containing food~ and 
beverages will not actually help 
"sober up" an individual who has 
consumed too much alcohol. 
Hill has abo seen more hottlc, 
popping up around camr,m,. 
"l sec people going to cla,s have 
11. I personally dnnk about four 
bottle~ of it a week," she said. 
But. have thmg, gone too far'? 
"It's actually a little ,cary." 
LC\erc ,aid "lfthev can caftematl' 
wall'r. what'., next''" 
-------------------- --
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ACCENT 
ON ... 
Adrienne Lovell 
Vocal Performance '00 
• Born: 1/15/78 
• Accomplishment you are 
most proud of: getting a part 
in the Syracuse Opera 
Company's production of "The 
Magic Flute" 
• What would you be doing 
if you weren't a student at 
IC: in beauty school to become 
a hairdresser and manicurist 
• Secret vice: facial-it does 
wonders! 
• What I'd like to get around 
to doing: becoming a famous 
opera singer 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: Dawn 
Upshaw (she's a major opera 
singer) 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Claire Danes -
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: General 
Hospital 
• Three things that can 
always be found in your 
refrigerator: water, Diet 
Pepsi, lemons 
• Your biggest pet peeve 
about Ithaca: it's only 30 miles 
from my house 
• People may be surprised 
to know that I: used to be a 
competitive figure skater 
You 
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Messy, clean or 
just in-between? 
Students discuss their cleaning habits 
By Cheryl Pickett 
Ithacan Contributor 
Many people on the Ithaca Col-
lege campus arc less than cager to 
expose the condition ofthcirrooms. 
Perhaps this is because they have 
neglected to clean them. 
It is obvious that Ithaca is home 
to both slobs and neat-freaks. There 
doesn't appear to be an underlying 
pattern where slovenliness is con-
cerned. 
First-year students, sophomore~ 
and juniors all kc share this horrible 
habit. Their location on campus, 
however, docs need to be taken into 
consideration. 
Karen North and Jennette 
Kollmann, first-year students who 
live together in Boothroyd Hall, 
feel that they arc not entirely to 
blame for creating the disaster area 
they call their room. 
Boothroyd Hall, the residence 
hall for first-year students, is cur-
rently involved in a recycling pro-
gram. 
Each room is given four garbage 
pails and the students are asked to 
separate their garbage so that it may 
be recycled. 
Boothroyd Hall rooms arc small, 
and many have said they should be 
senior singles rather than doubles 
for first-year students. This pro-
gram, placing four garbage pails in 
every room, leaves them little space 
for anything else. 
This is why North and Kollmann 
vvant to be 
have chosen to recycle paper and 
cans only, and throw the other two 
garbage pails under a bed. 
"This is how you cover up a 
mess," Kollmann explained as she 
pulled a shower curtain across the 
front of her closet. 
The two also pointed out the 
absence of dressers in their room, 
which arc replaced by a couple of 
small wooden shelves built into their 
closets. 
"The wooden shelves in the clos-
ets just don't cut it!" North said. 
Instead they keep their clothing in 
plastic bins under their beds, which 
they feel is ridiculous. 
Their final complaint about their 
room was the horrible lighting. They 
feel this dim light, giving off noth-
ing but a dull glow, makes the room 
seem gloomy and therefore seem 
less than clean. 
A room in Holmes Hall, home to 
sophomores Steve Van Neil and 
John Watkinson, is the exact oppo-
site of the room described above. 
Their room is completely spotless, 
right down to the vacuumed floor. 
When asked if he vacuums his 
room everyday, Van Neil re-
sponded, "I don't, [but] maybe John 
docs." 
He said they don't spend a lot of 
time in their room. The trick, he 
said, is just not making a mess in the 
first place, so he'll have nothing to 
clean up. 
"It's really funny, because at 
home I'm a total slob," Van Neil 
the first 
The Ithacan / Emily Dewan 
Some students make sure their rooms remain spotless. 
said. 
On the other 
hand, there is 
Mike Edelstein, a 
sophomore living 
rn the West 
Tower. He is the 
average college 
student living in a 
room that clearly 
looks like it has 
been lived in but 
is not a total mess. 
He has people 
over often, he 
does bis work in 
his rom. and he, 
together \ 'th his 
roommate, deans 
on a weekly ba-
sis. 
Edelstein de-
scribed the condi-
tion of his room 
with a single com-
ment: "This is just 
living. We're liv-
ing." 
to 
The Ithacan/ Emily Dewan 
Others go for the room with that "lived-In" look. 
- '\. .. -
.- ~ . :'--: -~ 
Macintosh. More flexible than ever. 
We don't know how you'll fill in the blank. That's why we make MacintosH' 
computers so flexible. To help you be the first to do whatever you want to do. 
And with word processing, easy Internet access, powerful multimedia and 
cross-platform compatibility, a Mac· makes it even easier to do it. How do you 
get started? Visit your campus computer store today and pick up a Mac. 
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Performers benefit from body therapy 
Feldenkrais 
method helps 
students find 
inner peace 
By Laura Beitman 
Ithacan Staff 
The body 1~ an 1n,trumcnl. \\' 1th 
till' abdll) lo move and the power 111 
learn, through hahnual 1110110n 11 
can learn to perform. Deep inside 
lies the potential for expression ,.;,nd 
the communication of feeling. It 
holds tensions. Therefore, if one is 
to improve the function of the body, 
one must improve the state of the 
mind. 
This is the theory behind 
Feldenkrais, a body therapy which 
studies the structure and function of 
the nervous system and the rela-
tionship between human develop-
ment, learning and movement. 
Developed by Russian physicist 
and rehabilitation expert Moshe 
Feldenkrais, its basic goals are to 
improve human function by im-
proving mobility with movement 
awareness and to enhance the learn-
ing of motor skills with neuro-
muscular re-education. Used for 
physical healing and bettering per-
formance, it is often applied to 
musicians. 
Professor of music Carol 
McAmis, who has been interested 
in the holistic approach of teaching 
music for nearly IO years, is teach-
ing the Feldenkrais in Music course 
for the fifth year. Formally study-
ing Feldenkrais since 1987 and un-
dergoing the four-year professional 
training of the Feldenkrais Guild of · 
North America, McAmis' goal for 
the class is to give students a sense 
of how tqey can work effectively 
with th~ir bodies and make changes 
easi-ly and quickly. By making stu-
dents aware of specific tensions they 
have in their bodies, it can help get 
rid-of the tensions and lead to more 
natural performance. 
"Musicians, like everybody else, 
are so. judgmental of themselves 
and hard on themselves, and the old 
idea that ·we had about the body is 
"The beauty ff this 
work is [Moshe 
Feldenkrais/ ii·asn 't just 
Inti/ding /lexihle hodics. 
He 11·as build in~ flexihle 
< • 
lllinds." 
-Ca11ll ~k.\rni,, 
profC'.-,'.-,Or of mu'.-,ic 
that It 1, wired th1, w,1y ,rnd you're 
h.rnd of stuck \\ 1th 11 ... Mc/\m1s 
"ud. "You have to learn how to deal 
with your inadequacies, and that's 
not true. I want to [show} them that 
they have some possibility and 
power to change." 
She uses the example of a singer 
hitting a high note. The vocal folds 
lay horizontally; however, a lot of 
people strain upwards when they 
sing those notes, which is against 
the direction of the muscle. By go-
ing outwards and with the direction 
of the muscle, less effort is used and 
more naturalness is obtained. 
A piano major in college, the 
pain McAmis experienced in her 
side and leg sparked her journey to 
Feldenkrais. After being misdiag-
nosed with sciatica (a leg nerve 
injury), she began to read about 
myotherapy, a relief and pain tech-
nique. "[My doctor] told me to get 
a pillow," she said. "That's all he 
had to offer me." After curbing her 
own pain, she looked at the signifi-
cance myotherapy could have and 
decided it was something she 
wanted to do. 
'This has a lot of implications 
for my singing," she said. "I can let 
go of this tension in my body and all 
of a sudden my voice just speaks 
more beautifully and I'm not work-
ing as hard." 
At a Mind, Body, and Perfor-
manceconference in New York City 
in 1984, after trying a session, she 
noticed her shoulder and posture 
had changed. She went home and 
tried the exercises for the technical 
problem she had been having and _ 
was able to overcome it. 
Many are taking the class to al-' 
leviate physical problems. Chris-
tine Sweitzer '98, a music educa-
tion and performance major, said 
she _wanted to take the class ~~ 
Leonardo da Vinci's "De Architectura di Vitruvio" 
The goals of the Feldenkrals method ere to Improve mobility with 
movement awareness and to enhance the learning of motor skills. 
cause of a tendonitis problem she 
had in her forearm. Having learned 
how to re-evaluate her movements 
and museles, her tendonitis is gone. 
Music education and perfor-
mance major Ivy Buterbaugh '97 
said private lessons were suggested 
to her because of knee problems, 
but she took McAmis' class in-
stead. After doing exercises on the 
first day that worked the left side of 
body-her left knee-she-felt bet-
ter. 
"I noticed after that first class I 
felt more confident in my walking. 
I've been releasing a lot of things 
that have been on me for a long 
- - . . 
time," she said. 
Students have often had pro-
found experiences such as a release 
of emotions, a feeling of lightness, 
heaviness, elongation and seeing 
colors. 
Graduate student Joann Elliott 
said she listens to McAmis talk 
about slowing down internal 
rhythms, which helps her concen-
trate on the music when she prac-
tices. "After the first class, I came 
home and cried," she said. "It was a 
big emotional release, things I held 
in for~ cpuple ~eeks past. Muscles 
hold emotions you're not ready to 
process." 
Sc111or vrncc per f'11r111.rnn· 111,111 ,, 
Stc\c \\'1hon ,aid lie \\.tnlL'd 1,, 
lc,irn 11w1c aftc1 d1nn~ h·ld,·11!--1.11. 
l'\Cfl'!SC\ Ill ,I tiiL',llc'I ll ll!I Sc' 
"I 11!--cd 11,,,,. I kl: ,i!lc: : 
l·,·ldL'll~l.11, k-'"''1' .!;11! [ ',' .. :P,, 
I<' c·\111,11,· fl Ii!! 1111·1 :" ·, ,, · , 
ji._•,tlh ll',I\. hl'"- \ • 1 J Ii 1 ', 1 '., '] 1 , • 
()!l \\ ll.tt· .... llllpl'il.trJ1 ·'· fll'il \' ,l ', 
J'L'd lll Ill Ill,!'. Ii ~L' lie·: ll_c' ,l'. 1., ti,·, ,f \ ,. 
blld) and h11\\ )Pll ,,. IJt"ltl111:· t, 1, 
,1011. 11·, prt:ll) 111u,·il u11111111,11 
knowledge that Fcldcnh.r,11, help, 
performance. People arc ah\ ay, 
clamoring to get rnto lhat clas, ... 
McAmi, said the experience, 
were due to increased awarene" 
"The beauty ofth1s work is [Moshe 
Feldenkrais] wasn't just huilding 
flexible bodies," she said. "He was 
building flexible minds." 
Associate Professor of Theater 
Arts Norm Johnson has been using 
Feldenkrais exercises in his Voice 
and Movement class since he came 
to Ithaca seven years ago. He uses 
the repetitive exercises, especially 
ones for pelvic, shoulder and neck 
tension. 
"The wonderful thing about it 1s 
that in a single exercise, something 
can change," he said. 
Performance anxiety is some-
thing McAmis addresses through 
-various exercises. In one 
. Feldenkrais exercise, she asks the 
students to draw what they feel dur-
ing a performance. For example, 
some people don't feel the back 
half of their body and only focus on 
their throat. 
"Sometimes when I'm singing, 1 
feel like I'm not really connected to 
my body and I'm not really sure 
how to get connected, and this class 
is really helping me," Buterbaugh 
said. 
McAmis said many students who 
have taken the class have become 
more articulate. She said students 
do not realize that they can change 
their unproductive habits and gain 
both mental and physical freedom 
while performing. 
"Students don't know how much 
they can do for themselves, how 
their bodies can change," she said. 
"Not everybody gets there, but 
people learn to relax." 
StUdents sail away with Semester at Sea program 
Educational opportunities extend far 
beyond campus and across the ocean 
- . ~ . .:, .,. 
By -Jesi8ergin 
lth@ari COntributor 
;"-~~aFl~College routinely offers 
stiN,.,_~·a..broad range of cultural, 
edb1!«u~ and extracurricular ac-
tivities .•. 
.. 'lbese activities may occur on 
campus~ in town or in cities across 
the collllUy. 
.:.Yet:the most intriguing and ex-
citing venture Ithaca College stu-
dents have-the opportunity to expe-
rience may actually take place at 
sea, said several Semester at Sea 
participants. 
Both students and professors at 
Ithaca College have participated in 
a program sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh called Semes-
ter at Sea. 
Approximately 580 students and 
25 faculty members board a ship, 
similar to a cruise ship, in either the 
spring or fall semester. 
The result is the educational ex-
perience of their lives. 
Students take classes and learn 
aboard the ship while stopping in 
places such as Venezuela, Brazil, 
India, Egypt, Hong Kong and Ja-
pan, to name just a few. 
While at port, faculty and stu-
dents can take part in safaris in 
Kenya, celebrate the Carnival in 
Latin America and join in countless 
othertouristactivities. While aboard 
the ship, students take academic 
courses. 
Amy Litchfield '97, who par-
ticipated in Semester at Sea last 
fall, became interested in the pro-
gram after seeing posters advertis-
ing it around campus. 
'They were not slacker courses," 
she said. "We had a wide range of 
class choices and about three to 
four papers a class while we were 
there." 
John Hochheimer, associate pro-
fessor of television-radio, became 
aware of the program when col-
ALL ABOARD 
For more information on 
Semester at Sea, contact Dr. 
Max Brandt at the University 
of Pittsburgh at 1-800-854-
0195 or speak to some 
former participants. 
league Joel Savishinsky, chairman 
of the anthropology department, told 
him of the incredible experience he 
had encountered at sea. 
Learning about a small televi-
sion studio aboard the ship sparked 
the communication professor's in-
terest. 
Semester at Sea does not cost 
more than the price of a semester at 
Ithaca College. Students can apply 
for scholarships and all financial 
aid loans are transferrable. 
The program is mainly made up 
of juniors and seniors but is also 
open to first-year students and 
sophomores. It is a great opportu-
nity for students of all majors, espe-
cially biology, business and the so-
cial sciences. · 
Ithaca professors and students 
who have participated can't say 
enough about the program. 
Hochheimer described Semes-
ter at Sea as "the most amazing 
educational experience possible." 
And, while Litchfield admitted to 
suffering from homesickness, she 
said, "It was the best eye-opener; I 
saw awesome things." 
Visit your campus computer store for 
the best deals on a Mac. 
For more information stop by 
Academic Computing & Client Services 
in Muller 102 or call 274-3030 
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm 
'http://www.ithaca.edu/computing/ 
Just see how much you can save! Po- Ma:llntoah"'1800 
PuwerPC"(,M/132 MJIIII{,MB RAM 
1.2G8/8X CIJ.ROM/15" tA1Jlay 
Poww llllc:lnloah" 5400 
l'rJwerPC" {j()Jel 110 MHz/ 16MB RA.If 
I 6GMJX CIJ.ROM/15" display 
66 MHz/8.11B RAMl500MB 
baa/11, dual-=. a>1or dl¢>· Free one-year Apple warranty. 
Offer aptres Octolxr 11, 19')6 ©1996 A{fJk ~ Inc. All ngJ,l:r mmm. ,wx,, tbt A:,··· '" J~ ~. ~ Moc, Maanln<b, Perferma, Po,rtrBooi, Potm Maanlmh and Sly/t!n'iltr art rtgis/md trodemarts of Af1J/t Qim/)Ull!r. Inc l'outrPC u a lrrldemart of lnJtmamnal B~ Mad,intJ a,,p,:,romn. 
us«JlllldtrlianSI lbmftum. 
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College hearing bells Guitarist receives 
national award Fire alarms give students rude awakenings 
By Nick Tarant 
Ithacan Contributor 
Several Sundays ago, the star-
tling music of emergency sirens 
awakened West Tower residents. 
That alarm was the third in just 
two weeks. Clarke Hall residents 
also faced that familiar scene. 
as do many other residence halls 
throughout the course of a 
semester. 
To some students, these alarms 
arc almost expected. 
"I almost set my alarm for 
3:30 [a.m.]," said Jon Byman '00, 
a third-floor resident of Clarke 
Hall. When he and other Clarke 
residents were allowed back in-
side for the second time m as 
many days, they were informed 
that the early morning wake-up 
call was, in fact, a false alarm. 
Someone inside had activated it, 
officials said. 
The same is not true of the 
several alarms that have gone off 
in the Towers. Two were report-
edly malfunctions. However, the 
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others were maliciously activated 
false alarms, said Ithaca's Deputy 
Chief J. Thomas Dorman. 
"In general, all false alarms 
arc childish," Donnan said. "They 
put all at risk, especially 
firefighters. Plus, you 're taking 
an emergency service away from. 
others who might really he in 
need." 
This opinion is shared by many 
other authority figures. 
"I think [the alarms] were un-
called for and immature," said 
Suzie Carrier '99, Clarke Hall 
resident assistant. "Whoever did 
it needs to grow up." 
Although the fire department 
is a free service to the College, the 
police department will dust for 
fingerprints at the next false alarm. 
Malicious false alarms are fed-
eral offenses. 
Those involved will be pros-
ecuted accordingly, which would 
include expulsion from Ithaca 
College and possible criminal 
charges. 
However, the authorities aren't 
the only people annoyed by false 
alarms. 
"I hate them," John Lufborrow 
'00 said. "They sound too much 
like alarm clocks." 
With a record of sounding in 
the wee morning hours, fire alarms 
seem to interrupt everyone in their 
deepest sleep. 
"It makes it really hard to go 
back to sleep after you've been 
standing outside for 20 minutes," 
Mia Smith '99 said. 
After one early-morning 
alarm, Amy Schoeman '99 said, 
"Damn! I was just entering my 
R.E.M. cycle." 
But some students, such as 
Nate Andrew '99, can cope with 
alarms better than others. "Well, 
the second one wasn't that bad 
because I slept through it until a 
campus police officer pulled me 
out of bed," he said. "But, besides 
that, the second one was of no 
inconvenience." 
In the meantime, a good night's 
sleep is becoming harder and 
harder to find at Ithaca College. 
By Nick Tarant 
Ithacan Contributor 
The Ithaca College School of 
Music is one of the most highly 
acclaimed artistic institutions in the 
United States. Countless publica-
tions have placed it in the top three, 
just behind Eastman School of 
Music and the Juilliard School. Ith-
aca has produced some of the finest 
vocalists, teachers and instrumen-
tal performers in the nation-all 
award-winning performers. 
Such an individual is J. Kevin 
Cooper '97. Cooper is a resident 
member of Ithaca's Guitar En-
semble and was just awarded the 
title "Yamaha Young Performing 
Artist" this summer. The Yamaha 
Corporation spotlights aspiring 
young talents like Cooper and, in 
the words of Michael Skinner, co-
ordinator of the event, "gives the 
careers of these musicians a boost." 
Cooper has received many 
awards for his musical talents. In 
J.992 he was the recipient of the 
.,.,. 
Louis Annstrong Jazz award, a na-
tionally recognized label give to 
top high school jazz musicians. In 
the same year, he was named out-
standing student at his alma mater, 
West Genesee High School. As well 
as his membership in the band there, 
he was also resident composer for 
their jazz band. 
Following his high school com-
mencement, Cooper left New York 
and traveled to Argentina to study 
at the Conservatory of Buenos Aires 
before entering Ithaca College. 
Being named YYPA is perhaps 
one of the brightest highlight's in a 
musician's career. It will push 
Cooper's career forward tremen-
dously. He is one of 13 winners in 
11 states and joins 9 I other winners 
since 1989. 
This year's national awards cer-
emony was held at Yamaha corpo-
rate headquarters in Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Winners attended a weekend 
of rehearsals and a special awards 
concert, as well as several social 
events . 
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU 
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL 
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON? 
T oday there seems to be an investment expert or financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But 
just how qualified are all these experts? 
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid 
planning. From investments and services designed and 
managed with your needs and retirement security 
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services 
TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years. 
WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD 
A REWARDING RETIREMENT. 
Our counselors are trained retirement professionals 
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're 
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs 
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an 
understanding, comfortable relationship. 
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and 
flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from 
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment 
opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it . .., 
And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are 
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund 
industries. 0 That means more of your money is where it 
should be - working for you. 
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension 
system in the world, based on assets under management 
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more 
than one and a half million people throughout the nation. 
TIAA-CREF: 
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE. 
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a 
reliable pension plan provider. But aa a member of the 
education and research community, your best choice is 
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping 
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to 
more than spare change. 
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can 
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment 
Hotline at l 800 842-2888. 
• Standard & Poor'a Insurance ~;Jyait. /995; lipp,r A,u,/ytieal &m,:u, Inc., Lipper-Directon' Analytical Data. /995 ({}µarur{y). 
, • , ~~ a,t/flallu an ili,1rih/d ~ TIM-CREF ln3wuat cJ /n,ltJutilnal &,,,iaJ. 
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Finding a way 
to fit it all in 
Over-involved students learn how 
to take control of time constraints 
By Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Staff 
You are leaving class and real-
ize you're late for a meeting to save 
the world. You 're hungry and just 
remembered you have to go to \\'.>rk 
at 5 p.m. Then one of your class-
mates conveniently reminds you of 
the 12-page paper due tomorrow. 
When do you know when to 
stop? When have you committed 
yourself to too much? 
Many Ithaca College students 
have found the boundaries of time 
and pushed them. They have learned 
to manage several jobs, join clubs 
and do well academically. 
"The more busy I am, the more 
things fall into place," Kim 
Godshaw '97 said. 
Godshaw, a business manage-
ment major, holds three jobs and is 
involved in several campus organi-
zations. 
She is employed through the 
College as a resident assistant and 
at the Towers satellite office where 
she works l O hours a week. She is 
also working fifteen hours a week 
at Wegman's. 
Meanwhile, Godshaw manages 
to work with the Student Justice 
Board and is on the Staff Input 
Board. Still, her GPA remains high 
and has not been affected by her 
over-filled schedule. 
Another student who finds time 
to breathe, despite his involvement 
in numerous activities, is Aaron 
Mendelson '99. Before he came to 
college he was never so busy. How-
ever, he realized the importance of 
being involved and has worked his 
life around his activities. 
Mendelson works as an RA, 
gives campus tours and produces 
Events, an e-mail list for first-year 
students. He is also a member of the 
executive board for student activi-
ties and student home pages, and he 
is co-advisor of the Residence Hall 
Association and hall council. 
"I have just started to put limits 
on myself," Mendelson said. "You 
have to know when to say 'no."' 
Mendelson finds that post-it 
notes and an organizer help to keep 
his life in the best possible order. 
Mostly, it is a matter of knowing 
how much you can extend yourself 
without going overboard. 
"You need to know where your 
limitations are," Becca Palcso '98 
said. "It feels like you are letting 
people down if you say no to them, 
but sometimes you have to." 
Palcso, a music education ma-
jor, has learned over the past couple 
of years that the way to managing 
one's time in college is to make 
school work first priority. , 
Palcso, a member of Sigma Al-
pha Iota, editor of their yearbook 
and treasurer of Music Educators 
National Conference, still finds time 
to fit in practice for her vocal jazz 
and choir ensembles. She also helps 
with the Ithaca Children's Choir 
and is currently student teaching at 
a downtown Ithaca elementary 
school. 
Her schoolwork presides over 
all of the outside responsibilities 
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"Schoolwork is now my first priority. Everything else falls after," Becca Palcso '98 said. 
TAKING A PIECE OF THE PIE 
• By breaking down basic commitments, one can discover how 
much free time there actually is in a week. 
Sleeping 
56 hrs 
' 
Eating 
14 hrs Classes 
15 hrs 
and she is happy with her GPA. 
Finding time to get everything 
done is a matter of time manage-
ment. For Godshaw, the skills that 
Studying 
30 hrs 
Free Time 
43 hrs 
she is learning outside of her classes 
will help her become more employ-
able in her field. 
Mendelson also feels that all his 
activities will give him an edge in 
finding a job m today's market. 
"You arc going to have an ad-
vantage, because employers will 
sec that you have skills in manag-
ing your time, in communication 
and in organization," Mendelson 
said. -
Forthosc students who feel over-
whelmed with their workload, 
classes arc offered at the College to 
help them manage their time. Den-
nis Lynch, assistant dean of the 
Park School of Communications, 
is teaching one of those classes. He 
said that procrastination is one of 
the main problems students have 
with time management. 
"Prioritizing is the most helpful 
way of dealing with time manage-
ment," Lynch said. 
His course is offered to all stu-
dents in the first block of the fall 
semester and second block of spring 
semester. 
@ PLEASE RECYCLE THIS ITHflCflN @ 
• /Ire you in1crcstcd in lntenU1tional Affairs? 
• Do you want to learn about the Umted Nations? 
• Would you like to improve your public sp,a/cing? 
• \Vould you like 10 work hanl an p!ily l,nnl in Boston"/ 
The HARVARD NATIONAL Mooa UNITED NATIONS team of 
ITHACA CoLLEGt invites you to its organi7.ationa\ meeting 
TONIGHT, TONIGHT, TONIGHT!!! 
In Williams Hall Room 310 at 7:30 pm. 
"This opportUnity is avaiL,hlc to ALL students. 
You do not "'""" 10 be a l'olillcs Ma1or to be a P3rt of tlus u,am, 
All students a.re ,.,.dcomed and encouraged to attend. 
6J!'l 
~ 
lnt.ACA Cou.EGC funvAIU) 
NATIONAL MODEL UNITlll 
NATIONS TEA." 
OUNDS 
iNE 
Jvc· 
RECEIVER 
,.-~ - ·- --
- ' 
RX-318 
• 110 w/ch • Remote 
s1799s 
EVERYDAY 
EVERYDAY 
BILLBOARDS® 
TOP 10 
1. NEW EDmON • Hom1 Again 
2. R.E.M. • New Adventurt1 in H~Fi 
l. BlACKSTRIET • Anothlr Levd 
4. CELINE DION • Fa/ling Into You 
5. RUSH • Test hir Echo 
6, ALANIS MORISSETTE • Jagged l1ttk Pill 
7. PEARL JAM• No Codi 
8, OUTXAST • Atlitns 
9. jOHN MEUENCAMP • Mr, Happy Go lucky 
10 NO DOUBT• Tragic Kingdom 
-NEW- I 
ULTRA MINI 
anlia SYSTEM \ 
i 
s11~!t* 
D11< 
$7,?..?* 
EVERYDAY 
'Eicrpi 11198.....;, •r1.>I /J.,:, 
JENSEN· 
SPEAKERS 
cs 315 
• 15" Woofer 
• 5" Midrange 
• 3" Tweeter 
LCX-300 
• CD Player 
• Auto Reverse 
Tape 
$16995* Pair 
• 7 w/ch Sug. Ret. S250"" Sug. Ret. S300 Pair 
---•ON SALE THROUGH OCTOBER 3RD ---
CASE LOGIC 
EVERYDAY 
CDA-96 
• Holds 96 CDS 
59" 
EVERYDAY CDW-12 
• Expandable to 144 • Holds 12 CDS 
MANY OTHER ITEMS ON SALE CENTER ITHACA• On The Commons 
COMPLFTE LIST ON THE INTERNET 277-4766 • Mon-Wed 10-6 
http: v-.,,_ .. ,, ,,.,r,,hfine.baka.com Thurs & Fri 10-8 • Sat 10-6 • Sun 12-5 
oO\ 
J 
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Forest available for outdoor enthusiasts 
HOW TO GET THERE 
•Travel south on Route 13 
• 1 5 miles past the entrance to Robert H. Treman State Park. 
there 1s a road on the right named Mrllard Hill Road. Turn right onto 
the road and travel slightly over throe rniles to tllr~ Trumbul\s 
Corners Road Intersection 
l!JI Upon stopping i'lt this 1ntersect1on. proc:ecd straight th:ou!cJh 
the 1ntersect1on for one tenth of a mile to a fork 1n the road wher0 
you should bear left onto the north end of Connectrcut Hill Road 
la A mdc after you make thrs turn, you will come to a four-way 
1ntersect1on. At this mtersectior you will be w1th1n the Connecticut 
Hrll State Game Management Area. To the left 1s Lloyd Stark Road. 
Strarght ahead 1s Boyland Road, and to the right Connecticut Hill 
Road continues. 
• If you proceed from thrs intersectron on Connecticut H,11 
Road for six tenths of a mile, you will find a green and yellow 
Finger Lakes Trails sign. If you wish to hike this trail in a north-
eastern fashion, you will eventually end up in Upper Treman Park. 
Proceeding southwest through the bulk of the forest will lead you to 
Cayuta Lake. This trail is continuously marked with white paint in 
order to make navigation easy. 
• A complete map of the Finger Lakes Trail is available by 
writing to: FLTC Service Center, P.O. Box 18048, Rochester, N.Y., 
14618-0048. 
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At Connecticut Hill State Game Management area, nature lovers can explore several challenging trails 
or search for various types of wildlife, such as the ruffed grouse. 
national organization meet occa-
sionally in this forest to prune old 
apple orchards or to engage in other 
efforts to help improve the quality 
of habitat for this beautiful creature 
that is so abundant within the forest 
system. 
whether hiking, skiing or driving in 
this vast area, you should invest in 
two topo maps that cover these ar-
eas. They are known as the Alpine 
quadrangle and the Mecklenburg 
quadrangle. 
By David Lee Howe 
Ithacan Contributor 
Whether you like to get out to 
four-wheel drive or slip along hop-
ing for a glimpse of wildlife, there 
is one local forest system that has 
much to offer to any outdoor enthu-
siast. 
A large state forest available for 
outdoor recreation is the Connecti-
cut Hill State Game Management 
Area. 
Massive in size compared to all 
others in Tompkins County, this 
11,645-acre forest is remote, but 
still very accessible. 
Many different species of wild-
life exist within the boundaries of 
this forest. White-tail deer, Eastern 
Wild Turkey and coyote are all plen-
tiful, to name just a few. 
When driving through the for-
est, one may wish to proceed at a 
slow pace, as wildlife often dart out 
in front of vehicles. The larger ani-
mals can cause considerable dam-
age to vehicles moving at higher 
rates of speed. 
Originally owned by the state of 
Connecticut, hence its name, this 
forest has miles of trails to be ex-
plored, running through the heart of 
it is what is known as the Finger 
Lakes Trail. This well marked trail 
winds throughout the Finger Lakes 
region. 
Those interested in hiking the 
Finger Lakes Trail will find thatitis 
quite a feat; going from start to 
finish will take you well over six 
miles. 
The landscape, consisting of 
many hills and ravines, will test any 
hiker's ability, endurance, strength 
and spirit. 
A group known as the Ruffed 
GrouseSociety alsomaintainstrails 
for viewing their favorite gamebird, 
the ruffed grouse. Members of this 
A popular outdoor recreational 
use for this state forest is camping, 
and people engage in this activity 
year-round. 
As is the case in all of the state 
forests, camping is allowed, al-
though to be completely legal one 
should obtain a pennit. 
Permits are available at the 
region's Department of Environ-
mental Conserva~jon office on 
.Fisher Avenue in Cortland, N.Y. 
It is also recommended that 
' . 
OPEN TIL 3:00AM ON THURSDAY, 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
NEW STUFF! 
34. Buffalo Zone 
BREADED CffiCKEN, BL.EU CHEESE, 
HOT SAUCE & MOZZARELLA 
l.Cheeze 12.Meaty 23. School Zone ® ffastes Like a Buffalo wing with mozz.) 
IICJZZAIW.I.A. lJCUTTA A PAiMEY.N MEA1BAUS. OIIJIJNS ,I M<ll2AAal.A SYUI. IIUSIIIIOOMS .I MOZZAREL1.A 
2. Veggie 13. Low Cal-Zone e 24. Cordon Rieu 35. Italian Calzone wxx:ou. WU5HROOMS.P..aMESAN. BIOCl'OU. OIEDDAR. IIWDEDOOCllN.HAM. 
IIClZZAIEI.U .I IUCOTTA IIOZZAlEllA .I GARLIC AMEllCAH .I MOZZARW.A SALAMI, IMPOIITED HAM, PEPPERONI, 
3. Twilight Zone ® • 14. Mani Wowi 25. Neutral Zone MOZZARELLA & RICOTTA 
SAUSAGE. JolOZZARELU .I Sl'K:F.5 l'!1IEAffl..E. HAM A MOZ2>.RfI.I.A BlEADEDOOCllll.HOTSAUCE. 
OIIQIS .. OElDAa 
Navigating in this forest by regu-
lar vehicle can be achieved most of 
the time. However, there is a one-
mile section of road that should not 
be attempted with a regular vehicle. 
This trecherous area is located at 
the very southern end of Connecti-
cut Hill Road, nine miles past the 
entrance to Robert H. Treman Park 
on Route 13. 
Proceeding through this section 
should only be attempted by a 
high-clearance all-terrain type of 
vehicle. 
Ithaca's Only 
Home 
Of the 
Zone 
4. Roni 15. End Zone e 26. Drop Zone BRUNCH CALZONES 
. (Accept NO Imitations) PEPPE110N1. ~,I RICOTTA SltA1. PEffilS. ~ ,IIIOWRUU, BIEADEDOIIClill. l'E'l'EllONl. 
MOZZAllllA.I IJCurTA Great for breakfast, lunch, dinner, 16. ~ Zone· S. Oh! 7.4_ile ··. 27. BBQ Chicken 
~WOZZAmU.IAMEIIICAII · IREADEDaauH.l'fffllS. 
~CICIEt. IIACXII. 
lllllflH lllll!ZAlmA CHEroAI A IIQ SAUC! 
6. Speed Zone 17.'Iime Zonee 28. BBQ Steak 
SPIIIAOI.MGZ2Am.U IICOTTAAGAIUI; l'EffllS.Cllbil.~ fflAl.~AMWCAN 
ICIZZAl&.IAIIICMTA CllmEA IIIQSAUCE 
7. Southern CaL Zone 18.Cbeeseborg 29. Pesto 
IIAMlmG.<HllOU.t MDICAII~ HAMIUIIG.IIICDI •. l40ZZAIE.U.l'ESIOA10WIE 
IG2Ala!AIOIEEO.\I 
8.llamwne 19.~Zonee 
~~Zone 8ACOlf. 11AM. IIJZZAIIB.I.A A lJCOTTA IIIIEAllB> OIICIEII. 
-
IIIJCOIUllilCIZZAIE.LA N02ZAID.LA .I IESTO 
9. Chicken Panne-Zone e 20. Danger Zone e 31. Roni N' Shrooms 
BllEADED OOCXEJI. HAM!IJIIG.OIEIJDAaOIUSl.lEOCA1' l'EfflllOIII.MCIZZAlfl.U. 
MOZZARalA l l'AIMESAN 5l:ASONIIIG.CIOONS.IIIOTSAUCE RICOTTA.IIA\.ISHROO,IS 
10. Eggplant 21. Strike Zone G'J 32. Turkey Club 
BllEADED Ec.GIUl<T. GARLIC ,t MOZZARUJ.JI Sl'lllAOI. P£ADED EGGIUNT. IUCOTl'A. llJUEY.1tMATOE5.8ACON. 
GAIIJCAMOZZ.UflU, II07ZAIE1.U I AMWCAII 
11. Combo 22. Ithaca Zone 33. Spinner 
PEPl'OlONT. SAUSAGE. PEl'PEllS. SAUSAGE. PEPP£11S. ONDIS A M02ZAlELlA SPIIIAOI. M027Ala1A. RICOTTA. 
MUSHROOMS ,I MOZZAllfllA GAl1JC .. BlEADEDC!JCUN 
Zone Out :\t D.P. Dough - To Each Iii, Zone :1~, 
lth:.ira - Lma.,., - Lronn - l'l:1111 Stall' - \lichigan State 
-HOU • • SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 
'ffiURSDAY - SATIJRDAY 
I 1.00AM • 2.00AM 
11 :OOAM · 3:00AM 
ALL CALZONES (INCLUDES TAX) ................. S4.50 
COKE, DIET COKE. Sl'Rm. ............................. $ .75 
SNAl'PUL ... - ........... -................... ....... _ ... -........ $ .75 
WE NOW CARRY SNAPPLE- RASPBERRY TEA, LEAMON TEA, PINK 
LEMONADE, KIWI STRAWBERRY, PEACH & DIET PEACH 
, ,,, 
or late night after partying. 
(fastes like a breakfast sandwich) 
36. A' Wakin N' Bacon Come check out 
EGG, BACON & MOZZARElLA 
our new hours 
37. Hori-Zone &new EGG, MOZZARELLA & CHEDDAR 
38. Ham ' N' Egg Zone Snapple® Flavors. 
HAM, EGG. MOZZARELLA & AMERICAN 
39 & 40 To Be Announced Later 
If you have any suggestions for these Accepting Driver Applications 
Zones, send them to D.P. Dough, 
108 W. Green St, Ithaca, NY 14850 
-,:.1 "' .·:·,- 1._ ! ' I ( : 11 I I ' ~ , ~ ) 
, ; . '. , ., • , .. I, , ) "- . 1 \1,:: (,:: , ,•., j I \ ,' 1 .._ 
Two Free $1.00 OFF Two Free 3 for $12.00 Cokes Snapples Save $1.50 
Willi Purchase of 2 Cal zones With Purchase of 2 Calzoncs With Purchase of 2 Cal zones With Purchase of 3 Calzoncs 
• ..,..,.2a1an lr..-,«2abaa. 1c..-,:r2cuaa lc..-fld]CllalaEI 
.. -- .. --
"'"""' 
..,,,_ 
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Dreaming of deliveries 
Students fantasize about their ultimate care packages SWEET TALK 
By Jessy Adams 
Ithacan Contributor 
Care packages: we all receive 
them, but they never seem to come 
often enough. 
According to Webster's Dictio-
nary, the word "care" means "to be 
concerned with, to provide and com-
fort for." The word "package" is 
described as a "small wrapped 
bundle." Together they make up 
the term care package, more com-
monly known to students as a par-
cel from home, usually including 
money, cookies or candy. But when 
given the opportunity to design their 
ultimate fantasy care packages, stu-
dents had endless ideas. 
"My ultimate care package 
would consist of free pre-paid phone 
cards, candy, a silver slinky and a 
cool T-shirt," Jessica Herzog '99 
said. "Stickers of Winnie the Pooh 
and condoms would also be nice. I 
think all care packages should have 
condoms." 
Farm animals were also a popu-
lar request. "My fantasy care pack-
age would include a big, furry, pct 
sheep that I could pct, money, a bag 
of Cheetos and a Ouija board," 
Ericka Connell '99 said. 
"I would enjoy receiving my pct 
dog from home and a futon for my 
room," Nicole Colombo '98 said. 
"A male stripper would also be 
cool." 
Other students expressed inter-
est in obtaining furniture or entire 
The Ithacan / Dana Brainerd 
Eryn Friedman '00 and Elaine Brennan '99 carry gifts from home. 
raisin cookies, a computer game, 
soap, shampoo and fabric softener 
would be really cool," he said. 
One student, Conor Donnelly 
'99, has been lucky enough to al-
ready receive his fantasy care pack-
Tell someone special how much 
you care. Put a personal ad on 
the Classified page. 
Call 27 4-3207 for details. 
TheJTHACAN 
The New,pa~r For The lthucu College C,,mmumry 
MAKE A 10,000 FOOT 
S-·KYDIVE 
FINGER LAKES SKYDIVERS 
., 
rooms from their hometown resi-
dences. According to Mike 
Mimnaugh '99, "I would definitely 
like an unlimited supply of food, a 
gift ccrti ficate to Wegman' s, 
money, a VCR, the couch that is 
sitting in my living room, my entire 
bathroom at home and maybe a 
maid." 
Most students mentioned food 
at least once in their care packages 
fantasies. "Concert tickets, food, a 
caseofl.B.C. root beer, anew tooth-
brush, a poster, money and home-
made chocolate chip cookies would 
be the ultimate care package," Mike 
Schumaker '00 said. 
age. "The best care package I ever 
received was from my older sister, 
Amy,"hesaid. "Shesentmebrown-
ies, issues of 'Sports Illustrated' 
and 'High Times.' She also sent me 
Open Wednesday through Sunday 
Information & Reservations . (607) S6~5601 
Jason Watson '00 fantasized 
on a more practical level. "Oatmeal 
a small bottle of Bailey's Irish m--= 
Cream. She really took the time to ~J 
send me things I like. It was really ~ 
cool." ,A. 
.J/ ......... ~"'ZU~,,~ 
Come & Ell1ol' ~ 
Ithaca'~ Awa•d . * 
w,nn,IIS B•eai(fa~t 
Combining fun and 
In the meantime, the rest of the ~ 
students will just have to continue f 
fantasizing about pct goats and re- iffi 
dining arm chairs from home. 
education ~ . Now Featuring Breakfast Lunch: Full menu. of soups, 
salads and sandwiches. 
Orgullo Latino 
offers students 
chance to dance 
By Brian Barber 
Ithacan Staff 
Do you love to move your body 
to the sounds of Latin rhythms but 
think you will scream if you hear 
the Macarena one more time? 
Orgullo Latino, which means 
"Latin pride," is one of Ithaca 
College's most cultural and enter-
taining dubs. A relatively new club, 
Orgullo Latino offers students a 
chance to dance to Latino music in 
a relaxed and inclusive environ-
ment. 
''We first got together Decem-
ber of last year during a function 
sp~:msored by LEC [Latino Educa-
tional Coalition] called Orgullo · 
Latino," said Tamara Ochoa '98, 
director of Orgullo Latino. "At the 
end of the show' people were in-
vited come up and dance. All dif-
ferent people were together." Thal 
is when Julio L6pez-Arias, assis-
tant professor of modem languages 
and literatures, stepped in. 
"Latinos that dance at Ithaca 
College didn't seem to have a way 
of expressing themselves," L6pez-
Arias said. "Titey are not very as-
similated. So I got them together 
and said, 'Why don't we form a 
club so we can prepare activities to 
teach the majorities of the students 
how to dance?"' 
But Ochoa was quick to point 
out that Orgullo Latino is more than 
just a club-it is an ensemble. 
"It is not that it isn't a regular 
organization," Ochoa explained. 
"Everyone who wants to be in it has 
to be a part of the whole. You can't 
just come to one meeting and then 
not come to another. It is a commit-
ment." 
One quality that sets Orgullo 
Latino apart from other organiza-
tions is that everything is a group 
effort. 
"Not just one or two people set 
up the choreography. No one per-
son is better than the whole," Ochoa 
said. "We all think about getting a 
song and think out what steps we 
want to do. We incorporate dance 
steps together from every person 
who contributed. We pretty much 
combine it all." 
Both Ochoa and L6pez-Arias 
stress the fact that Orgullo Latino is 
open to everyone. 
"Well, we had many Latinos 
[ come to meetings] because they 
knew about it, but we haven't started 
yet this year," L6pez-Arias said. 
"Sometimes I invite [members] to 
come to my class, and the response 
is fantastic. Anglo-American stu-
dents love it. Most them would like 
to learn more because it is another 
way of having fun, enjoying them-
selves and interacting." 
"I see that a lot people arc inter-
ested iQ Orgullo Latino, although 
some peoplc·don't know about it 
yet," Ochoa said. "But the people 
who do know about it are very in-
terested because the are very im-
pressed." 
But Latino dancing is more than 
justdancing-it' s anotheroutlet for 
stress. 
"Weal) know and think and agree 
that dancing is good for the mind 
and is like therapy," L6pez-Arias 
said. "It helps us to relieve stress, 
and it is a good way of being inter-
active. And, indeed, Latin music is 
very happy music and makes people 
content. It is a way of expressing 
themselves and [they] feel proud." 
Ochoa felt that by dancing, the 
group can also enlighten other 
people. 
"It's a lot of fun and to me, it is 
educational at the same time," she 
said. "Weteachpeopleaboutdances 
they have never seen before. It is a 
DANCE FEVER 
Oct. 4: Live music, perfor-
mances, dances, food and 
more at the Free Speech 
Rock, 4-6 p.m. 
Oct. 12: Orgullo Latino-
sponsored dance in Egbert 
Dining Hall (all are 
invited), 9 p.m.-2 a.m. 
Oct. 26: Kuumba Repitoire 
Theater Workshop in the 
Clark Lounge taught by 
Orgullo Latino (all are 
invited), 6-8 p.m. 
nice way of including people who 
might not have had a chance to. It's 
a very inclusive organization." 
Even if you don't have the time 
to join Orgullo Latino, you can still 
learn how to dance. "If anyone 
would like to come in and watch a 
rehearsal or learn for a few minutes, 
that's fine. And definitely come up 
after we have a performance," 
Ochoa said. 
On Dec. 7, Orgullo Latino will 
be ~rf~ing at the LEC-spon-
sored "Qrgullo Latino." This will 
be a celebration of local students 
and performers displaying their tal-
ents in writing, poetry, dancing and 
other forms of art. 
Even sooner, on Oct. 4, Orgullo 
Latino will be taking part in the all-
campus Spanish Celebration in front 
of Egbert Hall. 
"We are probably going to per-
form, but it is going to be very 
spontaneous. Everyone is going to 
be invited to dance," Ochoa said. 
"Sometimes being spontaneous is 
better." 
Information about Orgullo 
Latino can be found on the African 
Latino Society board on the second 
floor of Egbert next to the informa-
tion desk. For further information, 
contact L6pez-Arias or <. dioa. 
~ 
Dinner: complete Menu 
• All vou can Eat 
Sirloin/Chicken Breast 
• Real Mashed Potatoes 
• vegetarian Dishes 
SUKKOT 
Celebrate The Harvest Festival 
This Weekend 
'Friday - 6pm - Shabbat Sukkot Svc. in 
Muller Chapel 
7pm - Kiddish in the Sukkah & 
Shabbat Dinner! 
(Terrace Dining Hall) 
Saturday - 10:30am - Shabbat Sukkot Svc. 
in Muller Chapel 
Happy Harvest! 
- _-,~ ~~,,..~..,,c-.,,...~ -- - - -
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92 WICB'S TOP TEN · · 
1. "E-Bow the Letter"-R.E.M. 
2. "Angry Johnny"-Poe 
3. "Ready to Go" -Republica 
4. "King of New Orleans"-Better than Ezra 
5. "What I Got"-Sublime 
6. "Novocaine for the Soul"-Eels 
7. "Who You Are"-Pearl Jam 
8. "Goldfinger"-Ash 
9. "I Was Wrong"-Social Distortion 
10. "So Much to Say"-Dave Matthews Band 
WICP.'s Top Ten is based upon weekly air play at WICB. 
LOCAL MUSIC SCENE 
The Haunt ABC Cafe 
All shows start at 9:30 p.m. All shows start at 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday-Sim Skala Bim 
Friday-The United Booty 
Foundation 
Saturday-'80s Dance party 
The Nines 
All shows start at 1 O p.m. 
Thursday-Evolve 
Friday-The Lost Sailors 
Saturday-Purple Valley Band 
The Rongovian 
Embassy 
All shows start at 1 O p.m. 
Friday-TBA 
Saturday-Oeek & the Dactyls 
Sunday-Plastic Nebraska 
Thursday-TBA 
Saturday-Hank Roberts Trio 
Sunday-TBA 
Groovers 
Show starts at 6 p.m. 
Thursday-live jazz duo 
Key West 
All shows start at 9:30 p.m. 
Thursday-Ethel 
Friday-'70s Retro Polyester Dance 
Party 
Saturday-Evolve 
ITHACA OOLLEGE GEROJ\o"TOLOGY INSTITUTE 
DISTINGUISHED SPEA.KER SERIES. 
DAVIDA. 
PETERSON,Ph.D. 
Director, Leonard Davis School of Gerontology, 
and Associate Dean. Andrus Gerontology Center, 
University of Southern Qllifornta 
Trends in Gerontology_ 
Education and.Careers 
Tuesday, October 1 
7:30 p.m. 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall 
Ithaca College 
A recepUon wm follow the lecture. 
I@GI 
llh•<a Collt9e Gerontology Institute 
For further information oonmct the 
OeJ!)ntology 111.lltttute, (607) 274--1965. 
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Turning up the punk 
Social Distortion's latest CD clashes with its past 
By James Sigman 
Ithacan Staff MUSIC REVIEW 
Social Distortion has never really found 
their niche in the world of popular music. It 
seems there is not a great clamor for country 
punk bands among the buying publil:. 
Social Distortion- 8 
"White Light 
White Heat So, after a four-year recording hiatus, the 
band's latest release, "White Light White 
Heat White Trash," finds them cutting down 
on the country and turning up the punk. 
Luckily, they haven't lost any energy in the 
process, turning out an effort that grabs the 
listener and never lets go. 
For this album, the band added new drum-
mer Chuck Biscuits, who has worked with 
Black Flag and the Circle Jerks in the past. 
Biscuits fits in comfortably with core band 
White Trash" 
Mike Ness-vocals, guitars 
Chuck Biscuits-drums 
Dennis Danell-guitar 
John Maurer-bass 
Produced by Michael Beinhorn 
1996 Sony 550 Music 
TIIB ltlllCal l'ltes 11111m111 IPam 1 <wont> to 10 OIIIU 
members Mike Ness, Dennis Danell and supposed to be, when the angels sing." 
John Maurer. Biscuits adds a driving beat to The band also refuses to make the mistake 
most of the songs on the album. He is the of straying from the punk formula. Most of 
power behind "Don't Drag Mc Down," the the songs don't last longer than four minutes, 
second track on the album, and "Down On keeping things short and simple. The few 
The World Again," a song that could easily longer, mid-tempo songs, like "Untitled" and 
be a late '70s Clash tune. "Crown of Thorns," while not as powerful as 
Lead singer Mike Ness, who also wrote some of the other tracks, still keep the toes 
most of the songs on the album, moves things tapping and the album moving. 
along with a well-practiced growl. Ness also The album rarely stops to take a breath, 
places equal emphasis on lyrical content, reaching its apparent conclusion with "Down 
with songs that move past the simplicity of Here (W/ The Rest Of Us)," a mid-tempo 
the average punk song. song fueled by Ness's vocals. 
"Through These Eyes" is an account of However, thealbumfeaturesabonustrack, 
Ness's often troubled life of drug addiction the band's rendition of the Rolling Stones' 
and heartbreak. Ness spits out lyrics like "Under My Thumb." Social Distortion's 
"Thru these eyes, I got my schooling on the turbo-charged version features all the inten-
streets/l've seen the things in life you don't sity that Mick and the boys lost somewhere 
wanna see," with all the conviction and emo- on the road to the Voodoo Lounge. 
tion of someone who's been there. · Long-time fans of Social Distortion might 
Another strong lyrical song entitled find things a little different on "White Light 
"When the Angels Sing," Ness's reflection White Heat White Trash," but despite the 
on death, finds him looking for heavenly changes, the band has not sacrificed any 
guidance. Some of the lyrics are "When the intensity. Their future, once in doubt, now 
Angel of Death comes looking for me, when looks promising with a tour currently in the 
the angels sing/I hope I was everything I was planning stages. 
-=----------='-----------=--~---==-------------. 
115'1 Dr1den tz.oad (ll-t "3C,(,) Hhata 
z73-97z5 
September Specials! 
PASTAS 
Grilled Ratatouille 9.95 
Fettucini Cajun Style 8.95 
Fettucini Provencal 9.95 
Shrimp Fettucini Provencal 9.95 
Shrimp Fettucini Cajun Style 9.95 
Chicken Fettucini Cajun Style 9.95 
ENTREES 
Each served with a fresh vegetable and a choice of 
garlic mashed potatoes, baked potato or rice. 
Lemon Herb Chicken 9.95 
Chicken Breast with Chutney & Madeira 9.95 
Jamaican Jerk Chicken 9.95 
Barbecued Baby Back Pork Ribs 9.95 
Fillet of Haddock 9.95 
Scallops & Mushrooms 9.95 
Salmon Fillet Steak 9.95 
Chesapeake Bay Crab Cakes 9.95 
Shrimp Creole 9.95 
Baked Stuffed Shrimp 9,95 
Grilled Pork Tenderloin 9.95 
Top Sirloin Steak 9.95 
London Broil 9.95 
Tenderloin Beef Tips & Mushrooms 9,95 
ThursdalJ.s Lobsters-- 9. 95 
' 
I 
' 1 1 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
Sept. 27-0Ct. 3 
CINEMAPOLIS 
277-6115 
She's the One--7:15, 9:35 
Tralnspottlng-7:15, 9:35 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Walking and Talklng-9:35 
Lone Star-7:15 
Grace of My Heart-7:15, 9:35 
Celestial Clockwork-7:15, 9:35 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 
MALL 257-2700 
Ry Away Home 
The Rrst Wives Club 
Last Man Standing 
Maximum Risk 
Rich Man's Wife 
Spitfire Grlll 
Emma 
Tin Cup 
Bulletproof 
First Kid 
Independence Day 
Extreme Measures 
Two Days In The Valley 
CORNELL CINEMA 
255-3522 
Hate-Thursday at 7:45 
Fargo-Thursday at 10 
The Celluloid Closet-Friday at 7:30 
Big Night-Saturday at 7 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 27 4-1386 
The Rock- Friday, Saturday at 7, 9:30 
and midnight, Sunday at 8 and 11 
This film's not the one 
'The Brothers McMuUen' director disappoints 
By Scott Kanter 
Ithacan Staff 
Granted, "She's the One" may very well 
be a date flick, but it still doesn't excuse the 
fact that it should have picked up where 
Edward Bums' first feature, ''The Brothers 
McMullen," left off. In fact, one might go as 
far to say that this film is just downright 
disappointing. 
Bums has to move on from romantic com-
edies and should try to dabble in something 
new. Hopefully, after this dud, he's learned 
that audiences can only take so much. 
Here, Bums plays Mickey, a cab driver 
who finds Ms. Right (Maxine Bahns) in the 
back seat of his cab. They get married after a 
road trip, and we watch the ups and downs of 
their relationship throughout the duration of 
the film. 
Mickey's brother, Mike (Mike McGlone ), 
is also married, and to "Friends" star Jennifer 
Aniston no less. However, Mike is sneaking 
around and having an affair with his brother's 
ex-fiancee, played by Cameron Diaz. So, as 
with most romantic comedies, we watch the 
big mess that ensues and the happiness that 
we know will come together somehow at the 
end. 
Sure, we can look past the movie's blatant 
and extreme use of product placement. Sure, 
we can look past the fact that Bums may know 
how to write smart and witty one-liners. Sure, 
we can look past the fact that Aniston's first 
big movie role was in the lame horror film 
"Leprechaun." 
But Bums just doesn't know his head from 
the ground when it comes to writing good 
roles for women. 
In addition, one cannot look past Bums' 
monotonous script. Each scene seems like it 
has a formula; it works for the first half hour, 
but falls pretty flat in the minutes that ensue. 
Basically the formula goes as follows: funny 
MOVIE REVIEW 
She's the One 
Written and directed by 
Edward Bums 6 
Starring Jennifer Aniston, Maxine 
Bahns, Edward Bums, Cameron Diaz, 
John Mahoney and Mike McGlone 
D1-.-.----1,...u11110lltl 
sex talk and jokes, beer consumption, puff or 
two on a cigarette, kiss, confusion, awkward 
stare at camera, and then it's repeated. 
Granted, some of this is funny, but one can 
take only so much. 
Some of the best moments of the film take 
place with smaller and supporting characters 
like the brother's father, played by John 
Mahoney of"Frasier." His advice to his sons, 
although somewhat pathetic, is both witty 
and smart. He's a loudmouth who thinks of 
his sons as girls and has them box in the 
backyard to settle their disputes. 
Mike's chauffeur, who unfortunately only 
has three quick scenes, is also hysterical as he 
answers Mike's bizarre and paranoid ques-
tions about whether or not old guys are better 
in bed than young studs. Perhaps Bums could 
have given the chauffeur more scenes be-
cause they truly were the most memorable. 
The only good thing about the film, for 
two reasons, is the ending. One is obvious-
you 're happy this slow and tedious film is 
finally over. 
The second is while Burns has the stereo-
typical romantic comedy ending, he still adds 
a semi-inventive twist by giving poetic jus-
tice to old and overweight people. 
Hopefully, if Burns moves forward and 
tries a new genre, we won't have to worry 
about any more typical formulas and cliches. 
THE hitACAN 19 
LONE STAR 
Rating: 8 
• While the film drags here and there, 
director John Sayles knows how to 
write real and compelling characters 
that will stimulate both your mind and 
your emotions. When a skeleton is dug 
up in the desert, a small Texas town's 
feelings and mysterious history are 
brought back to life. Issues of racism, 
law, honor, fear and prejudice are 
explored and rediscovered here. 
Through fascinating flashbacks, we 
see a town in which a ruthless sheriff 
rules with an iron fist. Now there is a 
kinder, gentler sheriff who tries to 
reconstruct his life by seeing what 
happened in the past with his prede-
cessor. 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
Rating: 6 
• "On July 2nd, they arrive. On July 
3rd, they attack. On July 4th, we fight 
back.· On Sept. 26, you wish this 
stupid and over-hyped film got out of 
theaters. Oh well, a critic can hope. 
There's nothing you really haven't seen 
here. Some cars tossing over here and 
there, lots of fire and explosions, and a 
cheap White House model that blows 
up. Okay, the White House scene is 
impressive. Everything seems too 
rehearsed here and not chaotic 
enough. While the film hosts an all-star 
cast of supporting actors like Jeff 
Goldblum and Bill Pullman, it just falls 
flat. It's supposed to be fun, but it plays 
like a bad ·Aliens·rstar Wars· re-
hearsal. If aliens were to take over the 
world, then why not show us the rest of 
its destruction instead of just 
America's? 
Compiled by Scott Kanter 
FILMS Presents 
"A SLlll-1111 ACTION TBRILLIB!" Friday and Saturday 
at 7:00, 9:30 
and Midnight 
... -----
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Sunday at 
8:00 & 11:00 
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PERSONALS 
Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
Find your dream apartment here --
every week in Ithacan Classifieds. 
Aug. 97-98 6 bednn furnish house 
on Prospect St. newly renovated 6 
private parking laundry 2 bath 2 
kitchen 2 living rom 257 -4831 
2 bedroom apt. furnished 
1 mile to IC all utilities included 
$800 Call 277-3937 
FOR SALE 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused items here. Ithacan 
classifieds are only $4 for 4 lines. 
Call 27 4-3207 for details. 
SERVICES 
Did you know that The Ithacan can 
be reached via Internet? Place your 
classified ad by sending e-mail to 
lthacan@lthaca.edu. 
EMPLOYMENT 
SPRING BREAK '97! EARN 
CASH$$$HIGHEST 
COMM IS IONS/LOWEST PRICES! 
TRAVEL FREE ON ONLY 13 
SALES! FREE INFO! CALL 
1 8 0 0 4 2 6 - 7 7 1 2 
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -
Earn up to $2,000+/month working 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour com-
panies. World travel. Seasonal &full-
time employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For more in-
formation call 1-206-971-3550 ext. 
C52317 
•••••*FREE TRIPS &CASH*•••••• 
Find out how hundreds of student 
representatives are already earn-
ing FREE TRIPS and LOTS OF 
CASH with America's #1 Spring 
6-Bedroom House 
Furnished, Avail. 8/1/97 
DOWNTOWN . 10-MONTH LEASE 
(You wan ; .. 2ve ta sublet, ar pay rent 
when you r~ nat there ,n the summer) 
Bus stGL , n 'rant. big roorr.s, 2 
full t;;,: , k,•ch<=ns w/rn1cro-
wav--,s , , , 01t-s1reet parking 
Can a,,,, . , rtt:d c1s 2 complete-
ly furc. ,· · ,eparate 3-bedroorn 
units S290 per person includes 
ALL heat and utilities 
STA Travel Now 
OFFERS student 
discounts 
on domestic 
(~) 
travel. 
PSST! Going sol"lewhere else? STA Travel bas g,eat 
student allfares to destmabons around the world. 
~) 
STA TRAVEL 
Wf'l'vu been t~:-e 
CLASSIFIED 
Break company! Sell only 15 trips 
and travel free! Cancun.Bahamas, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! CAM-
PUS MANAGER POSITIONS 
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now! TAKE 
A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
(800)95-BREAK. 
SPRING BREAK '97 
Largest selection of Ski &Spring 
Break Destinations, including 
Cruises! Travel Free, earn Cash, & 
Year Round Discounts. 
Epicurean Tours 1-800-231-4-
FUN. 
KAPLAN, National Educational Or-
ganization is looking for a qualified 
individual to serve as a College Rep 
and/or Office worker. Part Time 
opportunity. Administrative and 
sales skills, dedicated, energetic, 
motivated and good communicator 
a pre-requisite. Please send resume 
to KAPLAN, 301 E. StateSt., Ithaca, 
NY 14850 or FAX: (607)277-3307 
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS 
promoting SPRING BREAK Travel 
Packages CALL INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013 
SPRINGBREAK '971 
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica & 
Florida. EARN FREE TRIPS 
&CASH. Call 1-800-700-0790 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '96 
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details- RUSH $1.00 
with SASE to: GROUP, 6547 N. 
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado 
S rin s, Co. 80918 
Begin or enhance your Spanish lan-
guage skills. STUDY 
SPANISHLANGUAGE and CUL-
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1996 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
TIIE ITHACAN 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 27 4-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
--------------------------------
---------------------------------
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name ____________________________ _ 
Address 
-------------------------------
Phone 
--------------------------------
TURE IN CUERNA VACA MEXICO 
Jan.2-19 $1220 includes round trip 
from Ithaca, six hours daily language 
classes, room, board, books, ex-
cursions, three, six or non-credit 
options. Contact Sandra Pollack, 
TC3 844-8211. 
$50 deposit due by Oct. 30. 
ADOPTION: A loving home needs 
the joy of a new baby to complete 
our very happy marriage. We'll pro-
vide lots of love, finanacial security, 
el'.cellent education. Let us help, we 
care about you. Please call Robert 
and Marie 1-800-982-3678. 
SCUBA DIVING CERTIFICATION: 
Refresher- open water- advanced 
Marshall's Diving School and Store. 
607-387-7321. 
LOST/FOUND 
Look for everything you lost-- every 
week in Ithacan Classifieds. 
~~~~~~~~~~=====.:. _____ -----------------... 
A.. G:rea,t;e:r 8eI.eet:l.oII. o:r 
A.. pa,:rt:.III.eII. ts :I.II. the 
Ith.a.ea, .£.rea, 
Collegetown 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
PARENTS WEEKEND 
OPEN HOUSE 
Saturday, October 5, 1996 
10AMto3PM 
ALL WELCOME!!!! 
contemporary, spacious, 
fully furnish~, free parking, laundry, 
affordable rates, on site-management, 
24 hour maintenance service 
800-777-0112 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
277-1221 www.sta-travel.com _.,O~ N. Ti..ou;a, 8-t:reet 
COMICS 
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DILBERT • BY SCOTT ADAMS 
HE.RE'S f"\Y INVOICE FOR 
HXLNG '<OUR "YEAR 
.lOOO'' COf"\PUTE.R 
P"OBLE.l"\5 
TINA Tl-IE TECHNICAL WRITER 
TO INSERT A. 
COLUMN, CLICK 
THE COLUl"\N 
IN5ERT MENU. 
~ 
1'VE. GOT AN IDEA. 
LE.T'S /..DD A BAmRY 
!,to.CK.UP TO OUR PRODUCT. 
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OFF THE MARK 
• BY MARK PARISI . 
YooR ~Yf'."R.\f tl~ Sf!""S t-l\CE'. !tJOOGH, 
O!t--~, eu-r f'oR -rH£ SA'1(£'. of Pf cf NCY, 
COUlC> )6u ?/.£.A.Sf CoN\J\NCt "'R Ct(f-\N-
1Hf:-J-\A1 ,o B!Cor-1£: t'\~. CA1-\N---n..\f.--
H~1-S~\Rf.-ANP-A-~\R-oF- PAN-fS? 
All.ANTIC FEATIJRE 0 1996 IIARK PAR~ 
WH.t(f Do 
You rl\G.P..t-1? 
~es Go,11 «oE 
IN 1.-\f~Ef! ," 
ATLNffiC FEATURE 0 1996 MARK PARISI 
REALITY CHECK • BY DAVE WHAMOND 
e 1996 UFS. Inc 
,. 
~ . 
.. 
•-
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ATIENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
APPL!CATIO:\JS DUE: 
FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER 4, 
1996 
at 
5:00 pm 
t...: . .,, ;,:. . ·, -'·: li', 
. ~~~-
~== 
International Programs 
214 Muller Faculty Center 
274-3306 
http://www.ithaca.edu/oip/oipl 
Don't Sweat It 
Finding the best health club has never 
been so easy 
The~~~-~ llllaurtside l Racquet ~;,::~~:b~;:, Club 
http://wordpro.comm/courtside 
"Where you 
can do it any 
way you 
want to" 
STUDENT 
MEMBERSHIPS 
FROM $139 
JUDD FALLS RD. 
(ACROSS FROM COYOTE LOCO) 272-0200 
SEPTEMBER 26, 1996 
TomAcousti 
Call 274-lFUN 
,_http://www.ithaca.edu/o~gs/sab/sab2/main.l}tml 
POE 
Hello 
R.E.M. 
METAWCA 
Load 
ma 
Alanis .,·:-
·Morissette. , 
~, : ," 
,,.~ . 
New Adventures In HI-Fl 
ALANIS MORISSETTE 
Jagged Little PIii $11!! 
to $16.98 
Compact 
Disc 
ON SALE THRU OCTOBER 3RD 
OUNDS 
iNE 
MANY OTHER ITEMS ON SALE 
COMPLETE UST ON THE INTERNET 
http://www.soundsfine.baka.com 
CENTER ITHACA • on The Commons 
277-4766 
Mon-Wed 10-6 • Thurs & Fri 10-8 • Sat 10-6 • Sun 12-5 
7i 
SPORTS 
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Bombers demolish Mansfield, 59-23 
By G. Matthew Vale 
Ithacan Sports Editor 
There is always uncertainty when 
a football team opens up a new 
season and takes to the field for the 
first time. However, the blue and 
white wrecking crew showed that 
there was little uncertainty as they 
took control early last Saturday and 
demolished Mansfield 59-23 in 
front of a loud homecoming crowd 
of 4,240 at Butterfield Stadium. 
"Coming out of the blocks strong 
and playing that well with some big 
plays in all phases of the game 
makes me real pleased," Head 
Coach Michael Welch said. "We 
executed offensively and defen-
sively in the first half, but we have 
some work ahead." 
TI1e Bombers obtained excel-
lent field position in the first half 
because of outstanding special 
teams play, leading to many quick 
scoring opportunities. Five Ithaca 
scoring drives started inside 
Mansfield territory. The third and 
fourth touchdowns were engineered 
when senior Michael Di Cocco tack-
led the punter before he could get 
the punt off. 
Sophomore Eric Amorese ran 
the third touchdov.-n in from the 
five-yard line after DiCocco recov-
.~red the ball on the 11-yard line. 
~e fourth touchdown took only 
;pne play, a 13-yard pass from se-
nior Neal Weidman to sophomore 
.flanker Keith Bonser. 
"I believe the excellent special 
teams play was a key element in our 
The Ithacan/ Ryan Beiler 
Sophomore running back Eric Amorese crosses Into the endzone for one (?f his two touchdowns. 
success," Welch said. 
Dij:occo had an excellent after-
noefn as he tackled ihe punter twice, 
blocked a punt and had an inter-
ception in the first half. 
'They just didn't block me," 
DiCoccosaip. "Youcouldtell when 
the snapper wis going to snap the 
ball and I just went full bore." 
Welch was pleased with 
DiCocco's performance. 
"Michael is a leader," Welch 
said. "He is somebody we look to 
and he came up big. It is great to see 
him get off to a good start." 
BOMBS AWAY 
• For the second consecu-
tive year, Ithaca defeated 
D1v1s1on II Mansfield in their 
regular season opener. 
• The Bombers held a 
convincing 42-0 lead before 
Mansfield put any numbers 
on the scoreboard. 
• Ithaca set a home opener 
record against Mansfield by 
scoring 59 points, eclipsing 
the old mark of 58 scored 
against the Brandeis Judges 
back in 1959. 
• Those 59 points were the 
most points scored in a 
contest smce a 63-point 
performance against Hobart 
in 1989. 
• Junior Scott Ernst tied a 
single game record for PATs, 
going eight for eight on the 
afternoon. He also punted 
three times for a lofty 
average of 51 yards per 
punt. 
The key for the Bomber offense 
was establishing the running game 
early. The running backs found sue- • 
cess carrying the ball to the outside, 
especially Amorese, who ran ior 
119 yards on the afternoon and an 
average of 11.7 yards per carry. 
"My offensive line did an excel-
lentjob, Coach Czarnecki did a great 
job coaching, and my lead blocker 
[senior] P.J. Cooney just cleared the 
way for me," Amorese said. 
See DEMOLITION, next page 
Twins are a good 'Umen' for tennis team 
By Kevin Gove 
Ithacan Contributor 
The player stands just inside the 
baseline, awaiting the serve. Her 
posture is strong and compact. She 
shifts her body from side to side, 
keeping her feet moving constantly. 
The serve is made and the ball 
approaches, bouncing towards 
her. She turns her hips and swings 
her racket, making solid contact 
with the ball and sending it back 
over the net and past her practice 
opponent. 
"Sorry," she says apologetically. 
"What do you mean, 'sorry?"' 
her coach asks. "She's working on 
her serve and you're working on 
your return. She's not going to get 
to all of them." 
Maybe the player doesn't un-
derstand the point of the drill. 
But wait, on the next court over 
there is another player doing the 
same thing-apologizing for doing 
the drill right. In fact, she looks a lot 
like the other regretful player, like 
her twin. 
Rachael and Maegan Umen arc 
sophomores on the Ithaca College 
women's tennis team. Their team-
mates will be the first to tell you that 
little of the sisters' attitudes of feel-
ing sorry for their opponents is 
shown in real matches. 
"They love the game so much," 
\,lld sophomore Katie Martiniano. 
'They play their hardest all the 
tune." 
"They're both very determined," 
commented Junior Carin Snyder. 
Rachael and Maegan both bc-
);!,m playing tennis around the age 
(lf eight. Their fir~t lc~~on\ weren't 
far from home. . 
'The street out in front of our 
house was our first tennis court. We 
played with our dad," Rachael re-
calls. 
The twins continued playing ten-
nis through junior high and into 
high school, while attending camps 
and clinics during summer vaca-
tions. At Cheltenham High School 
in Glenside, Penn., Maegan and 
Rachael were the number-one and 
number-two ranked singles play-
ers. 
As sisters, the twins are each 
other's best friends. They enjoy the 
same music, have a lot of the same 
friends and admit to finishing each 
others sentences. But the siblings 
haven't always seen eye to eye. 
"We used to fight all the time," 
Rachael said. "One time our father 
sat us down and told us that we had 
a special bond with each other. He 
told us to use that to our advan-
tage." 
That special bond can be seen 
clearly when the sisters compete as 
doubles partners. 
"Because they've been playmg 
so long together they both know 
each other's game really well," said 
senior captain Cortney Trull. 
''They're so kind and supportive 
to each other on the court. They 
never really try to compete against 
each other," Snyder said. 
The love and respect that Maegan 
and Rachael show for each other is 
a direct reflection of the support 
and dedication their parents have 
given them throughout their lives. 
"Our parents have never pushed 
or pressured us," Maegan sau:J. 
"They've always been there to 
watch us play and encourage us," 
Rachael added. 
Another person who has been 
an important figure in the twins' 
lives is their older sister Heather, 
who graduated from Ithaca Col-
lege last year. 
"Heather has definitely been a 
role model for us," Rachael said. 
"She was a good leader on the team 
at Ithaca." 
Neither Rachael nor Maegan 
was recruited to play at Ithaca, and 
they admit that at first they didn't 
want to attend the school. But after 
visiting the campus and liking what 
they saw, they decided to follow 
their big sister. 
Last year, Heather and Rachael 
played together during the fall sea-
son and Maegan played in the 
spring. This year, Rachael and 
Maegan are both on the fall roster 
and have been playing doubles to-
gether. Head women's tennis Coach 
Tim Faulkner describes Heather 
and her sisters as different types of 
players. 
"Heather was more aggressive 
and did more on the court," Faulkner 
said. "Rachael and Maegan are 
baseline players; they have a good 
forehand." 
The Umen twins' favorite pro-
fessional tennis players happen to 
be twins themselves. Americans 
Luke and Murphy Jensen play as 
doubles partners as well as in singles 
matches. 
Rachael and Maegan's team-
mates say the duo arc a lot of fun to 
have on the team, and add that they 
have a great sense ol humor. 
"We Just like t<l have tun iJUt 
there," Rachael said. · : - · '. :, 
The Ithacan/ Lauren Maugeri 
Maegan and Rachael Umen '99 make a racket on and off the court. 
The duo hopes to follow the success of their sister Heather '95 
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WEEK 2: ITHACA VS. ALFRED · DEMOLITION 
Continued from previous page 
Date: Saturday, Sept. 28 
Time: 1 :00 p.m. 
Place: Butterfield Stadium 
•THE TEAMS: 
Alfred University (Div. Ill) 
Alfred, N.Y.; President's 
Athletic 
Conference 
Head Coach: Jim Moretti (12th 
year) 
Captains: TBA 
1996 Record: 1-2 
Last week: lost to Hartwick 42-
40 
Ithaca College (Div. Ill) 
Head Coach: Mike Welch 
(third year) 
Captains: Neal Weidman (Sr-
QB), 
Anthony Vivano (Sr-FB) 
1996 Record: 1-0 
Last week: beat Mansfield 59-
23 
All-Time Series: Ithaca 24-12-
2 
Last Year: Alfred edged Ithaca 
13-12 
• INJURY REPORT 
Ithaca: RB Anthony Vivano 
(knee, out indefinitely) 
DL Mike Condon (broken leg, 
out indefinitely) 
SE Jeff Higgins (injured leg, 
day-to-day) 
Alfred: FS Mike Manning (torn 
AGL, out indefinitely) 
•SAXONS 
The Saxons have a strong 
running game, led by senior 
running back Max Freeman. 
Freeman has rushed for 462 
yards this year in three games, 
averaging 154 per contest. He 
has scored nine touchdowns this 
season. Sophomore quarterback 
Jason Mangone was the Presi-
dents Athletic Conference player 
of the week last week, completing 
23 of 33 passes for 283 yards and 
onetouchdowninthelossto 
Hartwick. Junior tight end Justin 
Moore snagged 18 passes for 188 
yards. Alfred has suffered two 
heartbreaking losses this year, 
losing on the road to Ursinus 24-
21 and falling at home last week 
to Hartwick 42-40. 
Defensively, the Bombers will 
have to avoid linebacker Will 
Green. The senior leads the team 
with 25 tackles in 1996, terrorizing 
Hartwick last week with one and a 
half sacks. Defensive back Nick 
Mancini is second on the team 
with 20 tackles and is one of the 
more experienced members of the 
Saxon secondary. Although the 
team is young, it is not to be taken 
lightly. 
• BOMBERS 
It will be hard for the Bombers to 
do better than their nearly perfect 
performace last week. Ithaca can 
count on solid performances from 
quarterback Neal Weidman, split 
end Jeff Higgins, and running 
back Eric Amorese. Every player 
on the field last weekend can take 
credit for the victory, and that 
attitude should carry the Bombers 
in their efforts this season. Alfred 
Head Coach Jim Moretti is aware 
of Ithaca's offensive capabilities, 
stating, "We've got our hands full 
this weekend." Defensively, Ithaca 
will have to stop Freeman and 
Mangone, who are hungry coming 
off impressive performances in 
the loss last weekend. Senior 
linebacker Jason Brady, who had 
11 tackles on Saturday, junior 
defensive end Scott Frieary, 
who added three sacks, and 
comerback Mike Dicocco, who 
had seven tackles and one 
interception, will look to 
continue terrorizing opposing 
offenses. 
•OUTLOOK 
Ithaca will be hard to stop 
again this weekend. The 
tenatious play of the defensive 
and special teams will be a 
key, but it will not be easy. 
Amorese should have a big 
game, and Weidman will try to 
pick the Alfred secondary 
apart. Last weekend, the 
Bombers special teams gave 
the offense a short field to 
work with, but this week long 
balanced offensive drives will 
be necessary. Freeman will 
see most of the carries again 
this year, but the Bomber 
defense will be ready. Ithaca 
hopes to avoid a letdown like 
they did in '95. 
• STAFF PREDICTIONS 
G. Matthew Yale: "Bomber 
win 42-17 as Amorese and 
Cooney run wild and Jeff 
Higgins shows why he is 
special once again." 
Jay MIiier: "South Hill offen-
sive weapons are too much for 
a weak Saxon defense. 
Sansone feasts on Freeman. 
51-13 Bombers." 
Darryl Haberman: "Bombers 
do it again, 33-1 O." 
Alex Walton: "Ithaca offense 
dominates Alfred, Bombers 40-
22." 
Compiled by Alex Walton 
Amorcsc transferred to Ithaca 
from Division I James Madison, 
where he started as a blocking back. 
He scored two touchdowns for the 
Bombers during the game, includ-
ing a 16-yard run to paydirt with 
12:33 remaining in the first quar-
ter. 
The key for the Bombers this 
year will be a balanced attack.The 
Bombers have an improved run-
ning game this season. The run-
ning game was lacking al times last 
season. 
In the opener, Cooney was pri-
marily used as a blocking back, but 
it is yet to be seen which back will 
get the majority of the carries. 
Amorese, Cooney, junior Jeff 
Cherkas and sophomore Chris 
Belluzzi are all capable backs. 
"[The running game] takes a lot 
of pressure off Neal [Weidman]," 
Amorese said. "He is the man, but 
he even needs a little backup now 
and then, and I think we are going 
to have a great running game with 
the line we have." 
Weidman saw action only in the 
first half. He was perfect as he was 
eight-for-eight passing and threw 
for 136 yards and three touchdowns. 
Senior split-end Jeff Higgins 
proved again why he is so valuable. 
He returned a 70-yard punt for a 
touchdown on special teams. A little 
over a minute later, with 12:39 re-
maining in the second half, 
Weidman threw a deep pass to-
wards Higgins in the end zone, and 
Higgins made a fabulous full 
length dive and one-hand catch for 
the touchdown to make the score 
42-0 Bombers. Senior tight end 
Chuck Thorton also made a re-
NOW OPEN DAILY AT 11 A.M. Ithaca's Biggest Calzones Guaranteed! 
PIZZERI1\ 
272-1950 
FREE PEPSI WITH EVERY PIZZA 
TRY OUR TOFU WINGS 
Also Available: subs, spinach squares, jalapeno 
poppers, broccoli poppers, gourmet pizzas, pizza 
fntte (fried dough), mozzarella sticks, feta-n-spinach 
sticks, onion devils, chicken fingers, fried pickles, 
mozzaroni sticks & 14 different pasta dinners 
r.----------------, 
I •• 2 MEDIUM CHEESE I I 32-slice pizza PIZZAS 
2 Doz. Buffalo Wings I and low· medium pepsis I 
I 2 "big" sodas I ONLY I 
I $ 15.99+tax I $10.00+tax I 
I exclratlon date: 12/31/96 I expiration date: 12/31/96 I 
~-~------~-------1 I Three 14" Calzones I 18" Large Pizza I 
I I One Dozen Wingd 
I FOR ONLY I & two Medium Pepsis I 
: $12.00+tax : $9.26+tax : 
L expiration date: 12/31/96 J. expiration date: 12/31196 I -------- _______ .. 
(Over 14" Long, Only $4.95 Each, Includes Sauce!) 
1. Gotta Lotta Ricotta Cheese -(Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
2. Ham - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, and Spices) 
3. Veggie - (Mushrooms, Olives, Peppers, Onions, Spiniach, Broccoli, 
Mozzarella, Ricotta, Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
4. Pepperoni - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano, Spices) 
5. Spinach & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
6. Broccoli & Cheese - (Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
7. Meat- (Bacon, Hamburger, Sausage, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
8. Hamburger - (Hamburger, Bacon, Mozzarella) 
9. Eggplant- ( Baked Breaded Eggplant, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
10. Mixed - (Pepperoni, Sausage, Peppers, Mushrooms, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Pecorino Romano) 
11. Chicken Bleu - (Barbeque Chicken, Blue Cheese, Mozzarella, 
Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
12. Hawaiian - (Ham, Pineapple, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
13. Seafood - (Crabmeat, Shrimp, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
14. Chicken Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
15. Meatball Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
16. Sausage Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
17. Veal Parmesan - (Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta, Romano) 
18. Pesto - (Tomato Sauce, Pesto, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
19. BBQ Smoke - (Grilled Steak, Smoked Barbeque Sauce, Mozzarella, 
Ricotta, Pecorino Romano, and Spices) 
20. Cordon Bleu - (Chicken, Ham, Blue Cheese, Romano, Mozzarella) 
21. Artichoke - (Artichoke Hearts, Ricotta, Mozzarella, Romano) 
22. Philly - (Grilled Steak, Onions, Peppers, Mozzarella) 
23. Chick-N-Bacon - (Diced Chicken, Bacon, Barbeque Sauce, Mozzarella) 
24. Buffalo Wing - (Diced Chicken, Hot Sauce, Bleu Chee~e, Romano, Mozzarella) 
25. Spiedie Calzone - (Diced Chicken, Sp1ede Sauce, Mozzarella) 
26. Chick-N-Broccoli - (Diced Chicken, Broccoli, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
27. Kamikaze Calzone - (Sausage, Meatball, Pepperoni, Hot Peppers, Hot and 
Tomato Sauce, Mozzarella) 
28. Spinach and Mushroom - (Spinach, Mushroom, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
29. Chick-N-Pesto - (Diced Chicken, Pesto Sauce, Mozzarella, Romano) 
30. White Garlic Calzone - (Our White Garlic Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
31. Pizza Calzone - (Pepperoni, Mozzarella, Tomato Sauce) 
32. Bar-B-Que Chicken - (Chicken, Smoked BBQ Sauce, Mozzarella, Ricotta) 
33. Oriental Calzone - (Diced Chicken, Teriyaki Sauce, Mozzarella) 
34. Golden Age Calzone - (Diced Chicken, Golden Sauce, Mozzarella) 
35. Tofu Calzone - (Tofu, Mozzarella and any two vegetables) ---
ALL CALZONES MADE FRESH TO ORDER. AN-Y MAY BE 
ALTERED. CREATE YOUR OWN CALZONE! 
Bleu Cheese 
$1.00 
Ranch Dressing 
$1.00 
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markable one-hand catch in the 
first t,alf. 
In the second half, sophomore 
Mike O'Donovan saw action at 
quarterback and threw for two 
touchdowns. 
"I think the younger players get-
ting some action is important," 
Welch said. "When you get young 
players on the field, it will help you 
down the road. 
The Bombers also showed that 
they arc a force lo be reckoned with 
defensively. 
"I knew we were going to ex-
plode because we were sick of hit-
ting blue," junior Scott Frieary said. 
"We got pads in August and this 
was just great." 
A key was putting pressure on 
Mansfield's true freshman quarter-
back Lucas Smith and to stop the 
fullback, Jason Donadi. The de-
fense used several stunts lo apply 
pressure. 
"We were trying to get in on 
these guys and shut it down, 
and we did a good job," senior 
linebacker Jason Brady said. "It 
showed that speed can overpower 
big fat guys." 
The Bombers do not want to 
repeat what happened last year. 
After defeating Mansfield in the 
opener, they dropped three straight, 
including the second game to Alfred 
on the road. 
This year should be different 
because Ithaca is full of veterans. 
"We played excellent defen-
sively," Welch said. "We have an-
other game next week and have to 
work on what we did wrong. Hope-
fully, our perforrnance will help 
lead to more improvement in prac-
tice this week and a better perfor-
mance next week." 
100% Heavy Wool 
Sweaters 
Handmade in Ecuador 
House of Shalimar 
Downtown Ithaca Commons 
Open Every Day • 273-7939 
) ! 
J 
\ 
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Bomber Weekly Update 
MEN'S CROSS-
COUNTRY 
The Ithaca men's cross coun-
try team had an impressive show-
ing at the Williams Invitational, 
finishing fourth out of22 teams. 
"What we did on Saturday is 
right where we want to be," se-
nior co-captain Brian Boyle said. 
"Finishing fourth was definitely 
exciting for us." 
The Bomber showing was 
strong despite the heat and tough 
competition from nationally 
ranked teams such as Williams, 
RIT and SUNY Plattsburgh. 
Taking first place were the 
Ephmcn with 29 points. 
Head Coach Jim Nichols' 
runners managed 142 points, 
which was the fourth best finish 
among teams from New York 
State. The top four teams at the 
NCAA East Regional qualifier 
later this season will make na-
tionals. The Bombers are cur-
rently the 25th-ranked team in 
Division III. 
Junior Andrew W cishaar was 
the first Ithaca finisher at 14th 
overall. Sophomore Ian Golden 
finished second on the team for 
20th place. Additional Bombers 
in the top 50 were seniors Tom 
Lansley and Boyle and sopho-
mores Eric Sambolcc and Mike 
Fitzpatrick. 
"It was a really good com-
petitive effort from our kids. 
They all ran very strong last miles 
and finished strong," Nichols 
said. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
This fall marks the first fall 
season in history for the Ithaca 
College men's tennis team. 
Head Coach Tim Faulkner is 
also the head coach forthe women's 
tennis team in the fall, so the men's 
team docs not have an active coach 
for the season. Senior co-captain 
Todd Smith has taken the initiative 
to oversee the operation for the fall 
team. 
"I basically went out and set up 
our entire fall season," Smith said. 
"I just kept calling our coaches un-
ti I I thought we had enough 
matches." 
Senior co-captain Andy Greher 
and Smith run the practices from 4 
to 6 p.m. Ithaca traveled to Roches-
ter this past weekend for a 12-tcam 
tournament at Nazareth College. In 
the first round, Ithaca cruised past 
LeMoyne 5-1. 
Sophomore Tom Bishop (sec-
ond singles), sophomore Dave 
Schutz(third singles), Smith (fourth 
singles), senior Dave Gleason (fifth 
singles) and the rookie doubles team 
of John Rojer and Matthew Schultz 
were all victorious. 
"It was great to beat LcMoyne 
after losing to them the past few 
years," Greher said. "Everyone just 
stepped up a notch and played awe-
some." 
In the quarterfinals, the squad 
fell to second-seeded Hamilton, 4-
2. Gleason was victorious in singles, 
and Rojer and Schultz defeated their 
opponents at doubles. 
"We have nothing to hang our 
heads about after this match," 
Gleason said. "We left it all on the 
court." 
The Bombers' next opponent, 
third-seeded Carnegie Mellon, 
edged them 4-3. 
"We should have won this 
match," Grcher said. "It was our 
third match of the day and we just 
didn't have enough gas." 
On Sunday, Ithaca defeated 
archrival Hobart, 4-2, for seventh 
place. 
"Hobart has crushed us the past. 
few years. We were not going to let 
that happen again," Schutz said. 
Greher won the key match at 
first singles, l 0-7, in a pro set. Be-
fore the match Hobart was laughing 
at the Bombers, a team they had 
dominated in previous matches. 
"We're doing all the laughing 
now," Smith said. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The volleyball team continued 
its winning ways with four wins 
and one loss over the weekend, cap-
turing first place at the Rochester 
Invitational. 
First up for the Bombers was 
Rochester. The squad from the 
South Hill was victorious in four 
games, winning 15-12, 15-12, 11-
15 and 15-9. Up next was Allegh-
eny, and a match that turned out to 
be a preview of the finals. After 
winning the first two games 15-5 
and 15-6, Ithaca dropped the next 
three 15-17, 13-15 and 8-15. 
"On Friday, I wasn't really im-
pressed with our performance," 
Head Coach Janet Grzymkowski 
said. "We struggled a bit trying to 
figure out who would step up, [but] 
we fixed that for Saturday and came 
out really inspired and put it to-
gether." 
Saturday was a blue-and-gold 
day. 
Ithaca corrected its early mis-
takes, wasting no time proving to 
the rest of the field that they were 
indeed a team to be reckoned with. 
The next bombing victim was 
Geneseo, who was massacred in 
three games 15-3, 15-0 and 15-8. 
Up next was RIT, and once again 
the squad won in three, 17-15, 15-6 
and 15-11, setting up a rematch 
against Allegheny in the finals. This 
time the Bombers once again won 
the first two games (16-14,15-6), 
but finished off the Gators "in game 
three to complete the sweep, 15-7. 
Ithaca was led by junior Heidi 
Nichols and sophomore Kinga 
Skuza, who each contributed 13 
kills to the championship victory. 
Both Bombers were named to the 
all-tournament team. Sophomore 
setter Jill Finochio collected the 
tournament's most valuable player 
trophy. 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS-
COUNTRY 
Junior Laura Werner finished 
26th and first-year runner Cara 
Devlin 27th, leading the Bombers 
to a fifth place finish at the Will-
iams Invitational last Saturday. 
"I was pleased with our perfor-
mance," said Head Coach Kelli Bert. 
"We did not run great, but we did 
not run bad." 
Werner, a junior, finished with a 
timcof2l :04onthc3. l-milecoursc. 
"Laura ran with a lot of confi-
dence, and I was pleased that she 
was able to use the confidence she 
shows in practice in the meet," Bert 
said. 
Devlin was only one second 
behind her. Junior Leah Crivello 
came in 32nd overall, while rookie 
Emily Carlson was 42nd and 
Melanie Della Rocco 43rd, round-
ing out the top five for Ithaca. 
Despite a difficult week in work-
outs, the Bombers had success at 
the highly competitive invitational. 
"In the long term it is going to 
help us do well, and in the short 
term we are going to be real tired," 
Bert said. 
Bert believes that a postscason 
berth will require dedication. 
"I don't expect us to be a great 
team overnight, but if[we] keep up 
the good work and keep improving, 
we'll get there," she said. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
The women's field hockey 
team bounced back from their 
4-0 loss to Hartwick on Satur-
day, downing Scranton 3- I on 
Wednesday. 
Senior co-captain Marie 
Kelly scored the first goal of 
the game for the Bombers (3-
2), which was also her first of 
the season. Kelly's unassisted 
goal came 6:38 into the first 
half. 
"Saturday's loss really 
psyched us up for today and 
was a reality check for us," 
Kelly said. 
Sophomore forward Kelli 
Coppola added another goal for 
the blue and gold with 9:43 
remaining in the first stanla. 
Junior forward Julie Parsons 
rounded out the scoring for the 
Bombers when she found the 
back of the net with just over 
nine minutes to go. 
Head Coach Tracey Houk 
was pleased with her team's 
performance and how they re-
bounded from Saturday's loss. 
"Our forward line is mov-
ing more and making more 
things happen," Houk said. 
"Everything is starting to click 
together better." 
Junior Carrie Bonfitto had 
six saves in goal for Ithaca, 
who outshot Scranton 18-8. 
The B om bcrs arc on the road 
this weekend, facing Frostburg 
and Salisbury in Maryland. 
Compiled by 
Kelly McKernan, Kevin 
Kurz, G. Matthew Yale, 
Matthew Schultz, Marjorie 
Obreza and Jay Miller 
Follow the Bombers and find out who did what. 
Only in By The Numbers. Only in The Ithacan Sports. 
BIG 
AL'S 
PIZZA~ 
272-3448 
1103 DANBY RD. 
r--------
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 
Friday & Saturday: 
Sunday: 
6 a.m. to Midnight 
6 a.m. to I a.m. 
8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday: I I a.m. to I a.m. 
Saturday: Noon to I a.m. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
* Drivers wanted: Apply in person 
--------, 
1 $6.99 I 
The ITHACAN 
The N~r for lite Ithaca Calle~ Cmnmunity 
269 Park Hala Telephone 27 4-3207 • Fax 27 4-1565 
LONDON 
$183 
Paris 
Hong Kong 
Tokyo 
Costa Rica 
Mexico City 
$215 
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$225 
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Beware of the big, blue linebacking crew 
By Adam B. Ellick 
Ithacan Staff 
The core is essential. 
Planet Earth, like an apple, would 
not exist if not for its core. Like-
wise, the Ithaca College football 
team's defense would collapse with-
out its strong core, otherwise known 
as its linebackers. 
Senior linebackers Jason Brady 
and Geoff Green along with sopho-
more MI kc Sansone arc the strength 
and soul of this year's lincbacking 
crew. However, this unit goes even 
deeper. 
Senior backups Anthony Yuli, 
Joe Weber and Tim Myslinski add 
experience to the center of the de-
fense. These players arc also major 
contibutors on the punt and kickoff 
teams. 
"We can interchange. We fit into 
a mold where you can fit any line-
backer mto any slot," Green said. 
"With as many good linebackers as 
we have, there will be time for 
everybody. That is what makes you 
strong, giving breaks, the rotation 
is important." 
While depth is a substantial at-
tribute, the Bomber backers have 
much more to offer. 
Defensive backs Coach Ray La 
Forte has designed a simpler defen-
sive scheme that benefits the quick, 
undersized backer. 
'They are not huge, but they 
have a lot of speed," La Forte said. 
"It's a faster defensive scheme 
this year. We used to have multiple 
pass schemes, but now we are go-
ing to a couple of basic ones, and 
everyone is getting real familiar 
with what they have to do," said 
BEAM 
Green, the club's top returning tack-
ler with 90 total tackles last season. 
In this system, a linebacker will 
not be asked to backpedal against 
the pass. It is called a four-three 
defense, but according to La Forte 
it is actually a four-four. 
"The strong safety is a run level 
player and all four kids arc faster 
then the average tight end they will 
face," said La Forte, who is in his 
tlmd year at Ithaca. 
However, coaching and game 
plans arc only so helpful. 
"These kids in particular really 
do have a nose for the football, so 
they will pull off some plays for 
you that you cannot teach," La Forte 
said. "They will do some things that 
go beyond coaching." 
Leadership and motivation, for 
example, cannot be taught. 
"We can't get down. We got to 
keep the intensity up and the whole 
defense up," said Sansone, who 
started two games as a first-year 
player last year and played in eight. 
"The lincbacking core has to get 
everyone motivated," Green, the 
outside backer, said. "I have never 
been satisfied as a player unless I 
have felt that everybody else is get-
ting something from me." 
A true challenge, especially for 
a linebacker, is to turn up the inten-
sity, while also remaining relaxed 
during battle. 
"[Being] sane and being aggres-
sive arc two different things," Green 
said. "If you are fired up and ag-
gressive, hitting holes and getting 
into your pass drops, then we need 
that. People look to the linebackers 
to lead." 
"Defense is so intense, but in 
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Seniors Jason Brady (left), Geoff Green (center) and sophomore Mike Sansone (right) lead a speedy 
group of linebackers that are eager to put a punishlmg hit on the opposition this season. 
that you have to be calm in your 
head," said Brady, a captain who 
plays in the middle. "You have to 
be physical, but you also have to 
have the mental frame of mind to 
know to do your job and to get it 
done." 
Whether the spark is mental or 
physical, the defense is relying on 
its centerpiece to light the flame. 
"What we are looking for from 
these kids is a little spark that just 
sort of sets a fire underneath every-
body," La Forte said. "Once we get 
that spark, then your guys are really 
flying." 
Flying means not giving up big 
plays, which turned out to be last 
year's reoccurring barrier. 
In 1995, the defense gave up 25 
plays over 20 yards, adding up to 
ovcr900yards and four touchdowns 
and gave up more yards per game 
than any Bomber club since 1971. 
However, this year's club has been 
working to improve defensively. 
There is an old cliche that big 
players make big plays in big games. 
However, defense still remains a 
team effort. 
"We are going to win downs as 
a team. We are going to make big, 
plays as a team. We are going to 
win games as a team," said,Brady, 
the largest backer at 5 feet 11 · inches, 
216 pounds. 
Regardless of size, Green wants 
to see the linebackers play jn a way 
that is disciplined and aggressive, 
yet insightful. That means playing 
as one. 
"There cannot be an individual 
goal in football," he said. "lflcould 
be the last guy on the team in tack-
ies, and we'd be 10-0, I'd be smil-
ing from ear to ear." 
And when the guy in the middle 
is smiling, everyone follows. 
SPRING BREAK '97 
CALL NOW FOR BEST PRICES GUARANTEED 
REcYCLE 
T"IS 
IT"ACAN BEAM TRAVEL 
J~ (607) 277-3133 
TRAVEL 
CENTER 
INC. 
ASK FOR JENNIFER 
1-800-404-2326 FOR NATIONAL ASSISTANCE 
by Lynda Barry 
(jcio.kn a-1:1., 1996 :JJ~ e~· 
Box office opens September 30th 
Student discounts are available. 
Box Office Phone: 274-3224 
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Planned Parenthood of Tompkins 
County is still providing affordable, 
quality health care, but with even 
more services, including: 
•annual exams & infection checks 
• birth control including Depo and Norplant 
• pregnancy testing & counseling 
• midlife services 
•abortion 
• cervical cancer screening & treatment 
• STD testing & treatment 
• HIV counseling & testing 
And we accept many forms 
of insurance. 
So rely on the name you've 
always trusted ... 
(Fil Planned Parenthood II=' of Tompkins County. 
-~ 14 We~t State Street, 7.73-151 J • Open Mon.- Thur~. until 8:00 pm., Fri. until 4:00 pm. 
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SCOREBOARD 
football (1-0) 
Saturday, 9/21 
Ithaca def. Mansfield 
JV Football (0-1 l 
Friday, 9/20 
Cornell def. Ithaca 
Men's Cross Country (0-1) 
At Williams Invitational 
Ithaca placed 4th 
Field Hockey (3-2) 
Saturday, 9/21 
59-23 Hartwick def. Ithaca 
Wednesday, 9125 
Ithaca def. Scranton 
22-6 
Men's Soccer (3-1-1) 
Saturday, 9/21 
Ithaca tied RIT 
142 points So. Mat Litchhult 
Jr. Mitshel Lavander 
Top Ithaca Finishers In 22 team field 
14. Jr. Andy Weishaar 27:44 
20. So. Ian Golden 27:57 
31. Sr. Thomas Lansley 28:24 
Womens' Cross country (0-1) 
At Williams Invitational 
Women's Soccer 16-2) 
Thursday, 9/19 
Oswego def. Ithaca 
Saturday, 9121 
lthltca def. RIT 
Ithaca placed 5th 170 points Sr. Maureen Frayler 
Fr.-:rara Quinn 
Top Ithaca Finishers In 13 team field 
26. Jr. Laura Werner 21:04 
27. Fr. Cara Devlin 21 :05 
32. Jr. Fran Crivello 21:18 
43. Sr. Melanie Della Rocco 21 :40 
Men's Tennis (3-3) 
Satu{day, 9121 
At Nazareth Tournament 
Ithaca def. Le Moyne 
Hamilton def. Ithaca 
Carnegie Mellon def. Ithaca 
*Ithaca lost in tiebreaker 
Wednesday 9/25 
Ithaca def. Elmira 
Women's Tennis (3-3) 
Friday, 9/20 
Rochester def. Ithaca 
Saturday, 9/21 
5-1 
4-2 
3-3* 
8-1 
8-1 
Wednesday, 9125 
Ithaca def. Attred 
Volleyball 
Friday, 9120 
At Rochester Invitational 
Ithaca def. Rochester 
tJr. Heidi Nichols 
#So. Jill Finochio 
Allegheny def. Ithaca 
Saturday, 9121 
Ithaca def. Geneseo 
Ithaca def. RIT 
Nichols 
Finochio 
tSo. Kinga Skuza 
Ithaca def. Allegheny 
Nichols 
Skuza 
Finochio 
Nazareth def. Ithaca 
Wednesday, 9/25 
5-4 • Championship Game 
tA/1-Toumament Team 
# Tournament MVP 
at Binghamton cancelled 
4-0 
3-2 
1-1 
1 goal 
1 assist 
1-0 
1-0 (OT) 
1 goal 
1 assist 
1-0 
3-1 
23 kills, 7 blocks 
49 assists 
3-2 
3-0 
3-0 
13 kills 
35 assists, 
14 kills 
3-0* 
13 kills 
13 kills 
40 assists, 7 digs 
GAME OF THE WEEK 
Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson 
Saturday, 9/28 
After a quick start, the Men's Soccer team 
looks to rebound from a loss and a tie in its 
last two outings. The Blue and Gold saw 
overtime in both games. The Clarkson 
game is the first of two weekend games for 
the Bombers, who will face St. Lawrence on 
Saturday. Forward Mitshel Lavander leads 
the team with 9 scoring points. Coach 
Andy Byrne's squad recorded a 4-1 victory 
over the Golden Knights last year. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Statistics through 9/24 
Name Goals Assists Points 
Mitshel Lavander 4 1 
David Alexander 1 0 
Guillermo 
lladoy-Diaz 1 0 
Mat Litchhult 1 0 
Rob Perman 1 0 
Goalkeeping 
Name Saves 
Matt Deskiewicz 13 
Chris Lucci 16 
CROSS COUNTRY 
NY State Men"s Cross Country Poll 
Ithaca ranked 4th 
9 
2 
2 
2 
2 
GAA 
1.20 
1.26 
NY State Women's Cross Country Poll 
Ithaca ranked 7th 
FOOTBALL POLL 
Upstate New York Top Five Teams 
1. Buffalo State College (11) 59 
2. Union College (1) 47 
3. Ithaca College• 31 
4. Rensselaer 30 
~ c~~~ 1 
• Ithaca was ranked 4th last week 
(First place votes in parentheses) 
ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 
Mike DiCocco 
Football 
Senior comerback Mike 
Dicocco began the 
1996 Bomber Football 
campaign in excellent 
fashion in Ithaca's 59-
23 victory over 
Mansfield. On two 
consecutive series in 
the first quarter, 
DiCocco tackled the 
Mansfield punter, 
placing the Bombers on 
the Mansfield 11 and 24 yard lines. Both 
turnovers led to touchdowns. DiCocco also 
contributed five other stops, an interception, 
and a blocked punt. 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
Friday, 9/27 
W. Tennis@ W. Smith Rolex lnvit. 9:00 
JV Football @ Cortland JV 3:30 
Men's Soccer vs. Clarkson 4:00 
Men's Tennis vs. Albright* 10:30 
Saturday, 9/28 
W. Tennis @ W .Smith Roi ex lnvit. 9:00 
Women's XC @ Cortland lnvit. 10:30 
Men's XC @ Cortland lnvit. 12:00 
Varsity Football vs. Alfred 1 :00 
Field Hockey @ Frostburg 1 :00 
Men's Soccer vs. St. Lawrence 1 :00 
Women's Soccer @ Skidmore 2:00 
Men's Tennis vs. Moravian• 4:30 
Sunday, 9/29 
W. Tennis@ W. Smith Rolex lnvit. 9:00 
Field Hockey @ Salisbury 11 :00 
Men's Tennis vs. Muhlenberg• 1 :30 
Tuesday,10/1 
Women's Tennis @ Cortland 4:00 
Wednesday, 10/2 
Field Hockey @ Cortland 4:00 
Men's Soccer @ Nazareth 4:00 
Women's Soccer @ LeMoyne 4:00 
Volleyball vs. Rochester 7:00 
'In Philadelphia 
Get More Than a Test Score. Get Back Your Life 
NATIONAL 
DEPRESSION 
SCREENING DAY 
Thursday~ October 10~ 1996 
• FREE of Charge 
• Written Self-Test for Depression 
• Screening Interview wi!f,. Mental Health 
Professional 
• Educational Presentation 
Symptoms of Depression Include: 
• Loss of pleasure 
• feelings of sadness, hopelessness, 
worthlessness 
• changes in sleeping and eating patterns 
• irritability, anxiousness, restlessness 
• inability to concentrate 
• fatigue or loss of energy 
• unexplained aches and pains 
,/ • thoughts of death or suicide 
/ 
/ Depression is an illness and effective treatments are available 
" 
Education and Screenings 
Klingenstien Lounge 
10:45, 12:15, 1:30 
Information available 9 am - 3 pm 
Campus Center Lobby 
An Outreach Event During Mental Illness Week 
Sponsored by the Ithaca College Counseling Center 
11 
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THE BIG PICTURE 
PAGE 28 
Senior split end Jeff Higgins retains his poise 
after being knocked airborne by a Mansfield 
tackler. 
THUR5DA Y, SEPTEMBER 26, 1996 
The victorious Bomber football players join in a celebratory expression of unity following Saturday's game. 
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Running back Chris Belluzzi '99 drives for an Ithaca first down, aided by the blocking protection of offensive guard Sean Byrnes '98. 
Bomber football-an Ithaca fall tradition-
returned last Saturday to the South Hill. 
Before an enthusiastic homecoming 
crowd at Butterfield Stadium, Ithaca 
annihilated Mansfield in all face ts of the 
game to win 59-23. 
Under pressure from Mansfield's defense, 
sophomore running back Eric Amorese 
bursts toward the endzone during 
Saturday's game. 
